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SECTION 3

THEORY OF OPERATION

- 300 ....

3-1. CONSTRUcrION AND FUNCrION

3-1-1. General Block Diagram

READ DATA

SIDES~~CT

Read
write
circuit

protect sensor
sensor LED
Indicator

WRITE DATA

sensor
sensor LED

DRIVE
SELECl'

()'V 3

WRITE GATE

MOTOR ON
STEP
DIRECTION

Servo
circuit

SELECT

IN USE or
HEAD LOAD

Control
circuit

Magnetic head
Head load solenoid

TRACK 00

INDEX
READY
WRITE

Track 00 sensor
Stepping motor

PRarECl'

+12V ,+5V, OV

(Fig.301) General block diagram
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3-1-2. Mechanical Section

Since the disk is a flexible recording media made of mylar film base
and data interchangeability between disks and FDDs is required, the
mechanical section of the FDD uses precision parts and it is also
assembled with high precision.

For this reason, only trained technicians

can handle the internal mechanism.

Never apply excessive impact nor

drop the FDD down on the desk.
The mechanical section is constructed with frame, door mechanism, disk
clamp mechanism, disk rotation mechanism, magnetic head and carriage,
head load mechanism (or CSS mechanism), head seek mechanism, various
detection mechanisms, etc.

(1) Frame

The main structure for mounting the various mechanisms and printed
circuit boards.

The frame is made of aluminum die cast to maintain

the stability of the POD in strength, precision, durability, and
expansion coefficient.

(2) Door mechanism and disk clamp mechanism

The door mechanism is constructed with the main parts of set arm which
forms the structure for installing the disk on the spindle; other parts
of front lever, clamp arm, etc.

The set arm is sttached to the rear

of the frame with leaf springs and on the tip of the set. arm a collet,
which forms the disk clamp mechanism, is attached.
When a disk is inserted and the door is closed, the tip of the collet
is inserted in the central window of the disk and the window area is
depressed to the spindle so that the center of the disk is clamped in
the correct position along the outer circumference of the collet.

(3) Disk rotation mechanism

- 302 -

The disk rotation mechanism comprises DD motor Ass'y which includes
spindle.
The DD motor is an outor-rotor type DC brushless motor which has the
long life of 30,000 hours or more in continuous rotation.
The rotational speed is 300rpm (or 360rpm) and maintains stable rotational speed against load variations and environmental changes.

This is

achieved by a feedback signal from the internal AC tachometer.
The precisely combined collet and spindle are attached at the correct
angle to maintain the center position correctly without damaging the
center hole of the disk and so as to make the head be in contact with
disk at the correct angle.

(4) Magnetic head and carriage

Read/write core
~

Rotational direction
of disk

Read/write gap

(Fig.302) External view of magnetic head core

For single sided FDDs, the external view of the magnetic head is button
shaped and it is mounted on the carriage so that it is in contact
with the SIDE 0 (the buttom side when the FDD is placed horizontally)
head window area of the disk.
For double sided FDDs, both the SIDE I head and the SIDE 0 head are
special flat type supported with the gimballed mechanisms.

The two

magnetic heads are mounted accross the disk on one carriage.
In both types of head, the surface is designed for minimum disk wear
and maximum read output.
improved head wear.

The head itself is a long life type for

Each head.is constructed with a read/write· gap

used ,for ,data re,ading and datawrit.ing,aJl.Q.,t.WQ ~r.asegap,s to erase the

recorded track edge immediately after the recording (tunnel erase).
The magnetic head and the carriage on which the head is mounted form the
- 303 -

core section of the FDD and is specially assembled with high precision.

(5) Head load mechanism or CSS mechanism

The head load mechanism is used for models with head load solenoid and
the CSS mechanism is used for double sided CSS model without head load
solenoid.

Neither of these mechanisms are used for single sided CSS

model.

The head load mechanism functions to make the head in contact with the
disk when only required so as to reduce disk and magnetic head wear.
This mechanism is 'constructed with head load solenoid, arm lifter, etc.
For a single sided FDD, the head pad attached to the pad arm of the head
carriage is depressed against the SIDE 1 of the disk with appropriate
pressure and the disk is held with head and head pad.

For a double

sided FDD, the SIDE 1 head is depressed with appropriate pressure
instead of the head pad, as well as the single sided FDD.

In the CSS model, the magnetic head is always in contact with a disk
as far as the disk is installed.

In order to elongate the disk and

head lives, it is required to make the disk rotate only when it is
necessary.

The CSS mechanism (double sided) is constructed with a CSS

Ass'y which is designed to protect the contact of SIDE 0 and SIDE 1
heads when the front lever is closed if a disk is not installed.

For

the purpose of protecting the head beeing cought and damaged by the
head window edge during disk insertion and ejection, the head protector
to lift up the jacket a little "is equipped to the CSS Ass'y.

The head

protector is also used in the models with head load solenoid.

(6) Head seek mechanism

The head seek mechanism consists mainly of stepping motor witn a capstan
(pooly), steel belt (band), guide shafts, and carriage.

The carria.ge -

is connected to the capstan of the stepping motor through the steel belt
- 304 -

and is slided along the guide shafts.
The stepping motor rotates 2 steps (3.6°) for 48tpi and one step (1.8°)
for 96tpi per one track space.

To improve the continuity of the

head seek operation and precision of head positioning, hybrid type
4-phase stepping motor is adopted.

This special motor is driven in

a unique manner which brought a success in reducing the head ratiation
and to obtain a highly precise positioning.
The parallelism and the distance between the shafts and the center
line of the disk, and shaft and disk themselves are prec.isely machined.
Also the thermal expansion of the frame, steel belt, carriage, etc. are
taken into consideration in the process of design so that they are
mutually offset with the expansion of the disk.

(7) Detection mechanisms

(a) File protect detection mechanism

This mechanism is constructed with an LED 'and a photo-transistor to
detect the existence of the write enable notch of the disk jacket.
When a disk with the notch covered is installed and the light pass
for detection is disturbed, no write or erase current will be

suppl~ed

to the read/write and erase heads and the recorded information on the
disk is protected from an erroneous input of a write command.
The LED is mounted on the PCBA DD motor servo and the photo-transistor
on the PCBA front OPT.

(b) Track 00 detection mechanism

This mechanism is constructed with a photo-interrupter for detecting
the outermost track position (track 00) of the head and the track 00
stopper which is attached to the rear side of the head carriage.
Inside tracks from the track 00 on the disk are used.

Even .it an

erroneous step out command is input from the track OQ P9§:!-,.tiPI1, 1;:he
command will be ignored by the internal circuit of the FDD.
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If the head moves out from the track 00 by some reason {such as
impact during transportation}, the head carriage strikes the track 00
stopper to protect the head from moving out of the returnable range
at a next power on.

When step-in commands are input

fro~

the innermost track, the head

seeks toward inward and stops with an appropriate space left against
the head window edge of the disk.

In order to recalibrate the track

from this position (returning operation to the track 00), it is
required to input the step-out commands with several additional steps
to the maximum track number.

(c) Index detection mechanism

LED and photo-transistor for the detection of the index hole are
located at the index window area of the disk jacket.
The LED is mounted on the PCBA DO motor servo and the photo-transistor
on the PCBA front OPT.

The index hole will be detected along the

rotation of the disk.
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3-2. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTIONS

The electronics of the FDD is constructed with three sections which are
read write circuit, control circuit, and servo circuit.

Read write

circuit and control circuit are mounted on the PCBA MFD control, and servo
circuit is on the PCBA DD motor servo.

3-2-1. Read Write Circuit

The read write circuit is constructed with read circuit, write circuit,
and low voltage sensor.

They are mostly packed in a read write LSI

(bipolar).
Fig.3D3 shows the block diagram.

-
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(Fig.303) Read write circuit block diagram

LVS

...1

READ DATA

Output
driver

(1) Read circuit

The read circuit consists of pre-amplifier, low pass filter, differentiation amplifier, peak detector, time domain filter and read gate
(output driver)
In read operation, the minute voltage induced by the read/write head is
amplified about 30dB by the pre-amplifier which is constructed with a
video band differential amplifier.

Undesirable high frequency

noise is eliminated by the low pass filter (L2,L3,C28,etc.) and the
read signal is supplied to the differentiation amplifier (Ql,Q2,Ll,C20,
etc. )
The differentiation amplifier phase-shifts the peak position of the
reproduced waveform to the zero cross point, and at the same time,
further amplifies the signal about 20dB with the most appropriate
equalization.

The peak detector which is constructed with a comparator

converts the differentiated output into a square wave.
The time domain filter eliminates a virtual pulse caused by the saddle
in the low frequency area (IF area, 62.5KHz,approx. for models A
and 125KHz for model G) at outer tracks.
constructed with two edge detectors,
pin 7, RA9, C23), data latch, and

F,

The time domain filter is

2.4~sec,

l~sec

~

delay single shot (LSI

data single shot (LSI pins 8

and 9, RA9,C24)
Then the signal is output from the FDD through the read gate; u7 (pins
4

~

6,

output driver)
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~
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(Fig.304) Read amp. and peak detector waveforms
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(Fig.30S) Time domain filter and read gate waveforms
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(2) Write circuit

The write circuit consists of write power gate (with side selector),
select gate, data latch, write driver, and erase driver.
The write power gate output (COMO or COMl) becomes high voltage when
the write gate signal or the erase gate signal is TRUE (HIGH level).
These signals are generated by the write/erase gate in the control
circuit when all of the following three conditions are satisfied.

(a) The file protect sensor detects the notch of the disk jacket (write
enable condition).
(b) The WRITE GATE input signal is TRUE.
(c) MX strap is on or the DRIVE SELECT signal is TRUE (LOW).

The write power gate output is supplied to the common terminal of the
head through the diode switch.

Table 301 shows the output voltage of

the write power gate in various operations.

Conditions

Write power gate output voltage
COM 0 (for Side 0)

COM 1 (for Side 1)

Side 0 write operation

High

Low

Side 1 write operation

Low

High

Side 0 read operation

Middle

Low

Side 1 read operation

Low

Middle

High: lO.SV,approx.

Middle: 4V,approx.

Low: OV, approx.

(Table 301) Write power gate output voltage

The erase gate signal is delayed app£opriately against the write gate
signal.

Since the erase gap is about

o. 85mm (FD- 55A '\I F models) or

O.S85mm (FD-S5G model) behind the read/write gap, it is necessary for
the erase driver to delay the write gate signal so that the written
data is completely trimmed by the erase head (tunnel erase).
- 312 -

The

tunnel erase produces a guard band between the tracks preventing
deterioration of the SiN ratio resulting from a off-track (positioning
error).

It also ensures disk interchangeability.

The WRITE DATA input pulse is latched by the data latch.

And

appropriate write current is supplied to the read/write head by turning
on and off the two write drivers alternately.

When the write driver is

active, no read data pulse is generated by the read circuit.

WRITE GATE input

~

~t

I
Write gate (WG)
(U9,pin 16)

Erase off
delay

Erase on delay

",.
---'

'S

Erase gate (EG)
(TP2)

---~---

SIDE ONE SELECT

-----e;S~---

L
_L

WRITE DATA

Data

la~ch

output

~._ Jt\
~ ~__ ~~
---v
V Vi-'
V "--------

Write driver outPut~~
(U9,pin 21 or 22)

Write current
Magnetization on
disk
Magnetized
previously

(Fig.306) write circuit waveforms
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(3) Low voltage sensor

The low voltage sensor is equipped to protect the FOO from erroneous
operation due to the internal circuits construction of the FOD during
unstable state of the supplied voltage such as at power on or off.
The output of this sensor is ANDed to all the output drivers of the FOD.
Therefore, in the unstable state of +SV and +l2V power when the internal
logic of the FDD does not function normally, it protects erroneous
operations of write driver and erase driver, erroneous signal output
to the host system, and etc.

Power on

Power off

3.4rv4.4V

+SV power

Low voltage sensor
output
(U9,pin 17)

-+to~- 3.

4rv4. 4V

---~-

--........,.--~

Note: Dotted line shows the LVS input pin 34 of U6, control LSI.

(Fig.3D7) Low voltage sensor waveforms
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3-2-2. Control Circuit

The control circuit consists
motor control circuit.

of gates, detectors, and the stepping

The gates are drive select gate to determine

the drive select condition, head load gate to determine the head load
condition (with head load solenoid models), spindle motor gate to
determine the rotational condition of the spindle motor, write/erase
gate to control the actual write operation, etc. The detectors are
index/sector detector, track 00 detector, file protect detector, and
ready detector.

The former three detectors (photo-transistors) are

mounted on the PCBA front OPT and the transport frame.

And

the other circuits are mounted on the PCBA MFD control (mostly packed
in a control LSI (CMOS}).
Fig.308 shows the block diagram.
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Drive select gate classifies the external input signals into several
functions and transmits them into the control LSI.
The selection of straps (short bars) determines the select condition
of the drive, head load and spindle motor operating conditions, and
turn-on condition of the front bezel indicator.

Refer to items

l~ll

and 1-12 of the Specification as to the detailed function of each strap.

The head load gate, adding the pre-ready condition to the selected head
load command by the drive select gate, turns on the solenoid driver.
The head load gate also triggers the internal over-drive timer
constructed with a re-triggerable counter and maintains the over-drive
circuit on for a determined period (26msec,approx.).

During this period,

+12V power is applied to the head load solenoid to execute the drawin9
actlon of the solenoid stably.
To protect the head positioning error by the impact of the head loading,
the stepping motor is also over-driven.

After the completion of the

over-driving, both the head load solenoid and the stepping motor are
maintained by +5V power to minimize the power loss.

The write/erase gate judges the FDD whether it can execute write
operation or not and issues write gate and erase gate signals for the
write circuit.

A specified delay time is established in the erase

gate signal by an internal counter (refer to Fig.306).

The ready detector consists of speed detector, pre-ready latch, and
ready latch.

The output of the speed detector which is constructed

with a re-triggerable counter becomes always TRUE (HIGH) when the
rotational speed of an installed disk (soft sectored) is more than
50%, approx. of the rated speed.

The pre-ready latch detects the

first index pulse (pre-ready condition) after the speed detector
detects the 50% of the rated speed.

The output of the ready latch

becomes TRUE (HIGH) when the second index pulse after the 50% of the
rated speed, then the READY condition is informed to the host system
through the output driver, U2 (pin 1
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~

3).

Rotation starts
Cons.tant speed

Disk speed

Index sensor output
(TP4)
speed detector
output in U6
Pre-ready latch
output in U6

Pre-ready .state

i

600msec Max.

Ready latch output
(U6,pin 12)

Ready state

READY signal
800msec,Max.
Head load enable
(with head load solenoid
model)
(Pig.309) Ready detector waveforms

Stepping motor control circuit is constructed with direction latch,
internal step pulse generator, shift register, phase drive selector,
overdrive timer, etc.
Direction latch is a circuit to sample and hold the head seek
direction designated by the DIRECTION SELECT signal at every input
of the STEP pulses.
The internal step pulse generator is constructed with a counter and
a pulse generator.

The counter is triggered at the trailing edge

of the STEP input pulse, and the second internal step pulse is
generated with a delay of 3msec, approx. from each STEP input pulse by
the pulse generator.
in a 48tpi FDD.

The internal step pulse generator functions only

It makes the stepping motor rotate for 2 steps (3.6°)

in response to one STEP input pulse.

In a 96tpi FDD, the stepping

motor rotates for one step (1.8°) in response to one external STEP
pulse.
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outputs of the direction latch and the internal step pulse generator
are input to the shift register and phase drive selector, and they

are converted to the appropriate timing signals for uni-po1ar one-phase
drive (partially 2-phase drive) of the 4-phase stepping motor.

These

phase drive signals are supplied to the stepping motor driver, U8
(output pins 10

~

13).

In order to

irn~rove

the torque margin in the

seek operation, partially 2-phase drive period is provided by the
phase drive selector only in the initial stage when the drive phase
is changed.

The output from the internal step pulse generator is also supplied to
the over-drive timer constructed with a re-triggerable counter.

During

the active period of this timer (75msec,approx.), +12V power is supplied
to the stepping motor coils through the over-drive circuit (Q3) to
produce enough torque required for the head seek and the settling
operations.

After the completion of the settling, only +5V power is

supplied to the stepping

rr~tor

through the diode, CR3, which minimize

the power loss by supplying only the required torque for the holding
of the stop position.

By the above consideration, heat radiation from

the motor is depressed to the minimum level and the stepping motor
power consumption of O.25W, approx. at the stop condition is achieved.
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DIRECTION SELECT

I

Step-out

Step-in

STEP
Di~ection

latch output

in U6
Second ste
3ms,approx.

48tpi FDD:

75ms,
approx.

Internal step pulse gen .
.output in U6
Overdrive

Overdrive timer output
(U6,pin 19)

operat~on

Motor driver inputs
PHASE A (U8,pin 4)
PHASE B (Ua,pin 5)
(TP3)
PHASE

~

(U8,pin 6)

PHASE

B

(Ua,pin 7)

tl

tl
t2

t2

96tpi FDD:

75ms,approx.

Internal step pulse gen.
output in U6
Overdrive timer output
(U6,pin 19)

Overdrive

0

eration

tl: Second step delay (3ms,approx.)
t2: Partial 2-phase magnetization (O.6ms,approx~)
(Fig.310) Stepping motor control circuit waveforms
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3-2-3. Servo Circuit

The servo circuit aims to maintain the rotational speed of the spindle
motor at 300rpm (or 360rpm), and the circuit is mounted on the PCBA
assembled with the spindle motor.
Start and stop of the spindle motor (DO motor Ass'y) is controlled by
the MOTOR ON signal supplied through the spindle motor gate in the
control circuit.
The spindle motor is a long life DC brushless motor having 2-phase or
3-phase coils and bi-polar drive system.
exclusive drive IC.

The coils are driven by the

Energization and magnetized direction of the coils

are controlled by the signal from the hall elements mounted on the PCBA
around the rotor so that they are changed corresponding to the designated
rotational direction.
The rotational speed is maintained stably and precisely.

The feedback

signal from the AC tacho-meter in the rotor is converted into the drive
voltage (F-V conversion) by servo Ie, and supplied to .the drive Ie
through the phase compensation circuit.

Several manufacturers' spindle motors are used in FD-55 series for the
stable supply of the motor.

Though these motors are almost the same

in the function and performance, they are different in external view
because of a little difference in the servo circuit, etc.
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3-3. FUNCTION OF TEST POINTS AND VARIABLE RESISTORS

Fig.311 shows the mounting position of the test points and variable
resistors.

Name plate
PCBA version (two digits)
G
TP
(OV) 6 5 4

Ass'y revision No.

3 2 1

~\L~

(A tV)

G
(OV)

10 9

8

7

PCBA MFD control #B

TP

Ass'y version
(two digits)

Index sensor LED

'----...!H-----

File protect sensor LED

Ass 'y revision (A

tV)

PCBA DO motor servo

Notes: 1. Some versions or some revision numbers of the PCBA MFO control
#B have not the variable resistor R5.
2. Some types of DO motor Ass'y have not the variable resistor Rl.

(Fig.311) Location of test points and variable resistors'
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3-3-1. Function of Test Points

Twelve test points (two for ground) are equipped on the PCBA MFD
control for the check and adjustment of the FDD.

(l) TPl (Track 00 sensor)

Test point to observe the output of the track 00 detection phototransistor.
The signal level at thisTP is opposite to that of the TRACK 00
signal.

out~ut

When the head is on track 00 or around track 00 position, TPl

becomes HIGH level.
The voltage of TPI should be more than 3V at track 00 and less than O.SV
at track 02 (48tpi) or track 04 (96tpi).

3.0V r Min.

TP1(Track 00 sensor)

O.SV,Max.
Track 02{04) and
greater track

Track 00

(Fig.3l2) Typical waveform of TPI

Note: The TRACK 00 output signal goes TRUE (LOW level) only when the
phase A coil of the stepping motor is energized and the direction
latch is set to the step-out direction (refer to Fig.310).

Therefore,

the level change timing of the TRACK 00 signal is not consistent
with that of the TPI signal.

(2) TP2 (ERASE gate)

Test point to observe the output of the erase gate.
When TP2 is HIGH level, erase current flows through the erase head.
This TP is used for the check of the required delay time of the erase
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gate signal against the WRITE GATE input signal.

WRITE GATE input signal
TP2(Erase gate)

1 ..

1

_.1

on-del=d

._Of_f-de-::...laY-f--I.

(Fig.3l3) Typical waveform of TP2

Delay

FD-55A'V F

FD-55G

On-delay

200 'V 320ps

175 'V 210 p s

Off-delay

860 'V 9 50lJs

500 'V 550lJs

(Table 302) Erase gate delay

(3) TP3 (Phase B)

Test point to observe the phase
motor.

B

magnetized period of the stepping

For the 48tpi FOO, it is also used for observing the delay

time of the second step pulse which is produced automatically in the
FOD.

It is also used for all the FOOs, as the observation point of the

partial 2-phase magnetization timing of the stepping motor.

For the 48tpi FOO, the stepping motor rotates for 2 steps in response
to one STEP input pulse.

Therefore, TP3 goes HIGH level for a specified

time when a step-out command from an even track or a step-in command
from an odd track is executed.

Refer to Fig.3l0.

For the 96tpi FOO, the stepping motor rotates only for 1 step in
response to one STEP input pulse by which one track space is m6ved.
TP3 maintains HIGH level when the head is on the 1+4n(n=0,1,2,---)
track (phase B magnetized) or for a specified time during step-in or
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step-out operation from the above 1+4n track.

48tpi FDD:

1;.--_ _-+-_ _-,2.--

---,3,--

_

STEP input pulse
TP3(Phase B magnetized)
tl

Second step delay
(3ms , approx . )

~~~--t_2-partial 2-phase magnetization
(0. 6ms, approx.)

tl+t2= 3.6±O.3ms
96tpi FDD:
2

1

TP3(Phase B

3

4

5

lJr-------Ur-------U-----,U

STEP input pulse

U..----

magnetized~"- --_---I~

Step pulse interval

J.

t

JJ.

t2

Partial 2-phase magnetization
O.6±O.2ms

t+t2=t+(O.6±O.2)ms

(Fig.3l4) Typical waveform of TP3

(4)

TP4 (Index)

Test point to observe the output of the index detection photo-transistor
after inverting the level by the Schmitt inverter.
The signal level at this TP is opposite to that of the INDEX output
signal.

When the index hole or sector hole (hard sectored disk) is

detected, HIGH going pulse is observed at TP4.

The photo-transistor is

mounted on the PCBA front OPT and the LED is mounted on the PCBA
DD·motor servo.

The test point is used for the following purposes.
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(a) Confirmation and adjustment of the disk rotational speed.

Speed is

adjusted by the variable resistor Rl on the PCBA DD motor servo.

Note: Some types of DD motor Ass'y have not the variable resistor Rl
for rotation speed adjustment.

In such a DD motor ASS'y, no

adjustment is required and the rotation speed is determined by an
oscillation frequency of the ceramic oscillator mounted on the
PCBA DD motor servo.

(b) Confirmation and adjustment of the index burst timing.

Burst timing

is adjusted by the fixing screws of the PCBA front OPT.

--Il

TP4 (Index)

----!nl.-.-_~n'----

11.

Index
interval

Pulse width

(Fig.3lS) Typical waveform of TP4 (Speed observation)

FD-SSA

Items

'V

Index interval

200±3ms

Pulse width

2

Burst delay

200±20011S

'V

FD-SSG

F

l66.7±2.Sms
1

5.Sms

'V

8ms

16S±16S\ls

(Table 303) Index timing

TP4 (Index)
TP7 or 8
(Pre-amp. output)
Index burst dela

(Fig.316) Typical waveform of TP4 (Burst timing observation)
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(5) TP5 (Read data)

Test point to observe the read data pulse.
The signal level at this TP is opposite to that of the READ DATA output
signal.

TP5 (Read data)
2F interval
4 3F interval

IF interval
Pulse width
(Fig.3l7) Typical waveform of TP5

Fig.317 shows the waveform at TP5 in normal data read operation.
In the FM method, 2F and IF intervals are observed, while 2F, 4/3F, and
IF intervals are observed in the MFM method.

FD-55A

Items

'V

F

FD-55G

2F interval

411S, Nom.

.211 s, Nom.

4/3F interval

611S, Nom.

311S, Nom.

IF interval

811S, Nom.

411S, Nom.

Pulse width

1±0.511S

o. S±0 . 2 Sll s

(Table 304) Read data pulse timing

(6) TP6 (File protect sensor)

Test points to observe the output of the file protect detection phototransistor.
The signal level at this 'IP is

output signal.

opposite

tq

thc?,t

Q.~

t:he WRTfE: PR0I'ECT

When a disk with the masked write protect notch {write
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operation cannot be done} is installed, TP6 becomes HIGH level.
The voltage of TP6 should be more than 3V at masked notch and less
than O.SV at open notch (write enable condition).

3.0v,Min.
TP6(File protect sensor)
O.SV,Max.
Notch open

Notch masked

(Fig.318) Typical waveform of TP6

(7)

TP7, TP8 (Pre-amplifier)

Test point to observe the read pre-amplifier output signals.
The pre-amplifier has two outputs of the order of several dozen to
several hundred mVp-p, and they differ in phase by 180 0

(opposite phase).

Both outputs are observed at TP7 and TP8 respectively.
For an accurate observation of the read waveforms, use two channels of
an oscilloscope with one channel set to Invert mode and Add mode of
both channels.

Use G (OV) test point for the oscilloscope ground.

TP7 and TP8 are used for checking various characteristics of the
read/write head and also for the check and adjustment of the head seek
mechanism such as track alignment.

TP7,TP8
(Pre-amp. )

5V,approx.

(Fig.319) Typical waveform of TP7 and TP8

("8)

TP9, TPlO (Differentiation amplifier)
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Test points to observe the differentiation amplifier output signals.
Like the pre-amplifier, the differentiation amplifier also has two
outputs of the order of several hundred mVp-p to several to several
Vp-p which differ in phase by 180°.

Both outputs are observed at TP9

and TPIO respectively.
For an accurate observation of the waveforms, use two channels of
the oscilloscope with one channel set to Invert mode and Add mode
of both channels.
Use G (OV) test point for the oscilloscope ground.
TP9 and TPIO are used for checking the total operation of the read/write
head and the read amplifier and for the check and adjustment of the head
seek mechanism such as track alignment.

TP9,TPIO
(pifferentiation

~

/\

C'J\

1\ 1\

SV,approx.

amp.)

(Fig.320) Typical waveform of TP9 and TPIO

(9) TP G LOVl -- PCBA MFD control, PCBA read write amp.

TP G is equipped respectively for two test point blocks (TPI
TP7

~

10).

equipment.

~

6 and

They are used as the ground terminals for measurement
Be sure to use a small size clip to obtain a probe ground

of the equipment.
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3-3-2. Function of Variable Resistors

On the PCBA MFD control and the PCBA DD motor servo, maximum two
variable resistors are mounted.
The PCBA MFD control of some PCBA versions and some revision numbers
has not the variable resistor RS.

Also some types of DD motor Ass'y

have not the variable resistor Rl on the PCBA DD motor servo.
However, there is interchangeability in function and performance
between these PCBAs with the variable resistor and without the
variable resistor as far as they have the same parts number (8 digits)
and the same version number (2 digits).

It is not necessary to identify

one from another as the spare parts.
The variable resistors are correctly adjusted before the shipment of
the FDD and fundamentally they shall not be readjusted except for by
a trained technicians.

(~)

RI on PCBA DD motor servo (Disk rotational speed adjustment)

Variable resistor for adjusting the rotational speed of the disk.
It is adjusted so that the index pulse interval "at TP4 or at the INDEX
output signal is 20Ornsec±3msec for FD-SSA

~

F and

166.7msec±2.5msec for

FD-55G (see Fig.315).
For the DO motor Ass'y without the variable resistor Rl, the rotation
speed of the motor is fixed by the ceramic oscillator in the servo
circuit and no adjustment is required.

(2) R5 on PCBA MFD control (Read data asymmetry adjustment)

Variable resistor for adjusting the asymmetry of the read data pulse.
Some PCBAs have this variable resistor and others have fixed resistor
instead of it.
For a PCBA with the variable resistor, RS, write IF data and observe
the pulse intervals at TPS or at the READ DATA output signal during'
read operation.

Then adjust the variable resistor so that the read
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data asymmetry in Fig.32l takes the minimum value.

For a double sided

FOD, repeat this operation alternately for side 0 and side 1 heads to
obtain the minimum asymmetry for both sides.

2

1

TP5(Read data)

3

n

-fl--n
LAsynunetry 0

IF interval
1 2 3

-f--Mm-----<n--

J.

Trigger

Asynunetry

FD-55A '" F: O.6\ls,Max.
FD-55G
O.3lJ,s,Max.

(Fig.321) Read data asymmetry
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SECTION 4

MAINTENANCE
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4-1. GENERAL

4-1-1. Periodic Maintenance

The FDD is designed to be free from periodic maintenance such as
replacement of parts, grease-up, etc. when it is operated at a normal
operation duty.
However, cleaning of the magnetic head using a cleaning disk is
recommended since it is effective to improve the reliability of the data.
If some of the parts in the FDD are operated at a specially heavy duty
condition, or if the_FDD is operated over 5 years, it is recommended
to replace the wear parts according to Table 403.

Periodic maintenanc.e items

Recommended
cycle

Cleaning of

Refer to
and 4-3-2

I Replacement

magnet~c

head

or wear parts
~

Required
time

4-3-11

5 min.

II Refer to 4-1-3 and.-

!

(Table 401) Periodic maintenance items
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-

4-~.

Referred
items
4-3-1

4-1-2. Check and Adjustment

Table 402 shows all of the check and adjustment items.
Following

ita~s

do not require periodic maintenance.

Check and

adjustment should be done when required during replacement of the
maintenance parts or during trouble shooting referring to items 4-2
and 4-3.
The numbered procedure in Table 402 shows a typical procedure of the
general check and adjustment allover the FDD.
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Steps
1

Check and adjustment items

I Adjust:"TT!.ent

I

5 minutes

I Referred items
4-4-1
I

5 minutes

4-4-2

5 minutes

4-4-3

5 minutes

4-4-4

5 minutes

4-4-5

5 minutes

4-4-6

5 minutes

4-4-7

Required time

of set arm

position

2

Adjustment of clamp ann
position

3

Adjustment of front lever
I

4

Adjustment of arm lifter
(Model with head load solenoid only) I

5

Check of CSS Ass'y
(Double sided CSS model only)

i

I
I

I

6

Check of file protect sensor

7

Check and adjustment of disk
rotational speed

8

Check of erase gate delay

5 minutes

9

Check and adjustment of head touch

5 minutes

4-4-9

5 minutes

4-4-10
4-4-11

I
I

10
11
12

I

13

Check and adjustment of asymmetry

I

Check of read level

i

5 minutes

I

I Check of resolution

I

5 minutes

! Check and adjustment of track

,,, minutes
I "'v

I alignment

I

I

I

I

14

Check and adjustment of track 00
sensor

15

Check and adjustment of track 00
stopper

16

Check and adjustment of index
burst timing

I

4-4-8

4-4-12
4-4-13

5 minutes

4-4-14

5 minutes

4-4-15

5 minutes

4-4-16

I

I
t

(Table 402) Check and adjustment items
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I

4-1-3. Maintenance Parts Replacement

It is recommended to replace the wear parts periodically if the FOD
is operated at a specially heavy duty condition or if it is operated
over five years.

Periodic replacement is not required for the parts

if the FOD is operated at a normal operation duty.
Table 403 shows all of the maintenance parts.
according to the recommended replacement cycle.

Replace the wear parts
Periodic replacement

is not required for parts without a recommended replacement

cy~le.

The replacement of the parts should be done according to each referred
item in Table 403.

Notes for Table 403:

(1) If two parts numbers are listed for one part, either of the two may be
used.

Fundamentally, parts without brackets are used at the shipment

though parts with brackets may be used since they are interchangeable
as spare parts.

(2) Since the parts number versions of the PCBA MFO control #B and the PCBA
front OPT vary depending on some factors such as signal interface
condition, be sure to confirm the version by checking the name plate
on the actual printed circuit board.

(3) The head carriage Ass'y are used always in pair with two guide shafts.
The head carriage Ass'y represented by listed parts number in Table 403
includes these guide shafts which parts number is different from that
of a head carriage Ass'y itself without these guide shafts.

(4) The listed parts numbers of the front bezel Ass'y and the front lever
Ass'y are those of standard color (black).

For designating other

color, use the corresponding parts number.

(5) The parts number version of the front bezel Ass'y and the front lever
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Ass'y is -50 which is different from the version (-00) of the
conventional FD-55 series listed in the Maintenance Manual.

This

difference indicates that the material is changed from ABS to PPHOX
(Zyron).

Both of the assemblies are interchangeable between -50 and -00.

(6) The head load solenoid Ass'y applies only to the models with head
load solenoid.

The CSS Ass'y applies only to the double sided models

without head load solenoid.

The head load solenoid Ass'y and the

CSS Ass'y will never be installed together in a model.

(7) The parts number of the head load solenoid Ass'y is different from that
(PIN 17766799-01) of the conventional FD-55 series listed in the
Maintenance Manual.
Ass'y.

This is because of partial improvement of the

Both new and old assemblies are interchangeable each other.

The head load solenoid Ass'y of the listed parts number in this manual
need not

adjusL~ent

of

head'prQtector.

Therefore, the explanation

for it is deleted from this manual.

C8l The parts number version of the head pad for single sided models is -01
which is different from the version (-00) of conventional FD-55 series
listed in the Maintenance Manual.

This is because that the diameter

of the pad is decreased a little for improving the function.
to note that the

L~proved

Be sure

smaller pad has not interchangeability with

the old type when it is attached to the pad arm (refer to item, 4-5-11) •

( 9) Periodic replacement is not required for parts wi"t..'1.Qut a recommended
replacement cycle"

Replace the parts when required such as during

repair.

(10) If two recommended cycles are listed, the cycle which the parts reach
first should have priority.

(11)

The required t'imef'orreplacement includes the time f'or'basic check
and adjustment after the replacement.
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(Table 403-1) FD-55A (Single sided, 48tpi) Maintenance parts list
Maintenance parts
Parts name

Description

Head carriage Ass'y

Note (3)

Stepping motor Ass'y

NotE~

Replacement
Parts No.
17966940-00

(1)

14769070-50
or (-00)

4-5-2

14733730-10
or (-00)

30,000 motor on hrs.

20 min.

4-5-3

17966793-00

3x105 clamps
7
1x10 head loads

15 min.

4-5-4

15 min.

4-5-5

Belt spring

16392008-00

Collet Ass'y
.p.

a
a

Head load solenoid Ass • y

0'\

Note (6) ,Note (7)

---

--

-

16792265-00

Note (1)

Required time Ref erred items
. -45 min.
7,000 head load & motor
4-5-1
7
on hrs.or lx10 seeks
7
1x10 seeks
30 min.
4-5-2

-

Replace with stepping
motor Ass'y

Steel belt

DO motor Ass'y
(Spindle motor)

Replacement cycle

17966859-01

4-5-2

17966805-00

-

10 min.

4-5-6

1553200l-XX
~

-

30 min.

4-5-7

Note (2)

15531990-XX
~

-

10 min.

4-5-8

Note (2)
front bezel Ass'y

Note (4) ,Note (5 ) 17966807-50

...

10 min.

4-5-9

Front lever Ass'y

Note (4) ,Note (5) 17966808-50

-

5 min.

4-5-10

Pad (Head pad)

Note (8)

10 min.

4-5-11

Track 00 sensor Ass'y
PCBA MFD control #B
PCBA front OPT

16786634-01

3,000 head load & motor
on hrs.

I

-

(Table 403-2) FD-55B (Double sided, 48tpi) Maintenance parts list
Maintenance parts
Parts name

Replacement

Head carriage Ass'y

Description
-Note (3 )

Parts No.
- 17966941-00

Stepping motor Ass'y

Note (1)

-

Replacement cycle
7,000 head load & motor
on hrs.or lxl0 7 seeks

45 min.

4-5-1

14769070-50
or (-00)

lxl0 7 seeks

30 min.

4-5-2

16792265-00

Replace with stepping

--._Steel belt

DD motor Ass·y
(Spindle motor)

---

---- motor Ass'y
16392008-00

Belt spring

-,._---. 14733730-10
or (-00)

Note (1)

3xl0 5 clamps

15 min.

4-5-4

1xI0 7 head loads

15 min.

4-5-5

-

10 min.

4-5-6

15532001-XX
I'
Note (2)

-

30 min.

4-5-7

l553l990-XX:

-

10 min.

4-5-8

Note (4) ,Note (5) 17966807-50

-

10 min.

4-5-9

5 min.

4-5-10

6xl0 5 clamps

10 min.

4-5-12

-_.

17966793-00

--------.t---

17966805-00

.-

PCBA MFD control #B
PCBA front OPT

Note (2)

~_.

-.-

1--

CSS Ass'y

4-5-2

~-

4-5-3

Track 00 sensor Ass'y

Front lever Ass'y

4-5-2

20 min.

Head load solenoid Ass'y Note (6) ,Note (7) 17966859-01

Front bezel Ass'y

-

30,000 motor on hrs.

Collet Ass'y
1--

Required time Referred items

Note (4) ,Note (5) 17966808-50
Note (6 )

17966900-00

-

-

~D-55E

(Table 403-3)

(Single sided, 96tpi) Maintenance parts list

Maintenance parts
Parts name
Head carriage Ass'y

.s::-

Replacement

Description

-

Note (3)

Parts No.

---

17966942-00

Replacement cycle
7,000 head load & motor
on hrs.or lx10 7 seeks
1xl0 7 seeks

Stepping motor Ass'y

14769070-00

Steel belt

16792265-00

Belt spring

16392008-00

DO motor Ass'y
(Spindle motor)

14733730-00

30,000 motor on hrs.

Collet Ass'y

17966793-00

3xlO S clamps
lx10 7 head loads

Head load solenoi.d Ass' y

o
o(X)

Track 00 sensor Ass'y

I

PCBA MFD control #B

Note (6),Note (7 ) 17966859-01

Replace with stepping
motor Ass'y

Required time
45 min.
30 min.

-

Referred items
.4-5-1
4-5-2
4-5-2
4-5-2

20 min.

4-5-3

15 min.

4-5-4

15 min.

4-5-5

17966805-00

-

10 min.

4-5-6

1553200l~

-

30 min.

4-5-7

15531990-xX

-

10 min.

4-5-8

Front bezel Ass'y

Note (4) ,Note (5) 17966807- 50

-

10 min.

4-5-9

Front lever Ass'y

Note (4),Note ( 5) 17966808-50

-

5 min.

4-5-10

Pad (Head pad)

Note (8)

10 min.

4-5-11

Note (2)
PCBA front OPT
Note (2 )

~

16786634-01

3,000 head load & motor
on hrs.

.

(Table 403-4) FO-55F (Double sided, 96tpi) Maintenance parts list
Maintenance parts
Parts name
Head carriage Ass'y

Description
Note (3 )

Replacement

._.Parts No.--

17966944-00

.-

Replacement cycle
7,000 head load & motor
on hrs.or 1xl0 7 seeks
1xl0 7 seeks

Required time Referred items
45 min.

4--5-1

30 min.

4·-5-2

Stepping motor Ass'y

14769070-00

Steel belt

16792265-00

Belt spring

16392008-00

DO motor Ass'y

14733730-00

30,000 motor on hrs.

20 min.

4·-5-3

17966793-00

3:x:10 5 clamps
lxl0 7 head loads

15 min.

4-5-4

15 min.

4-5-5

10 min.

4-5-6

15532001-;;~

-

30 min.

4-5-7

15531990-~

-

10 min.

4-5-8

--

Replace with stepping
motor Ass'y

-

4·- 5- 2

-

4·-5-2

(Spindle motor)
Collet Ass'y
Head load solenoid Ass'y Note
~

o
o

Track 00 sensor Ass'y

I

PCBA

\0

MFD

(6)

I

Note (7)

17966859-01

._------17966805... 00

control #B
Note (2)

PCBA front OPT
Note (2)
Front bezel Ass'y

Note (4) ,Note (5)

17966807-50

-

10 min.

4-5-9

Front ,lever Ass'y

Note (4) , Note (5)

17966808- 50

-

5 min.

4- 5-10

CSS

Note (6)

17966900-00

6x105 clamps

10 min.

4-5-12

A~s'y

-

-

I

(Table 403-5) FD-55G (Double sided, fligh density, 96tpi) Maintenance parts list
Maintenance parts
Parts name
Bead carriage Ass'y

Description
Note (3 )

Replacement
Parts No.
17966943-00

a
a

7,000 head load & motor
on hrs.or 1x10 7 seeks
1x10 7 seeks

Required time

Referred items

45 min.

4-5-1

30 min.

4-5-2

Stepping motor Ass'y

14769070-00

Steel "belt

16792265-00

Belt spring

16392008-00

DO motor Ass'y
(Spindle motor)

14733730- 50

30,000 motor on hrs.

20 min.

4-5-3

Collet Ass'y

17966793-00

3x10 5 clamps

15 min.

4-5-4

Head load solenoid Ass'y Note (6) ,Note (7)

17966859-01

1x10 7 head loads

15 min.

4-5-5

Track 00 sensor Ass'y

17966805-00

,J::>.

I-'

Replacement cycle

PCBA MFD control #B

Replace with stepping
motor Ass'y

-

4-5-2

-

4-5-2

10 min.

4-5-6

15532001-¥

-

30 min.

4-5-7

15531990~'

-

10 min.

4-5-8

17966807- 50

-

10 min.

4-5-9

..-

5 min.

4-5-10

10 min.

4-5-12

Note ( 2)
PCBA front OPT
Note (2)
Front bezel Ass'y

Note (4) ,Note (5 )

-

Front lever Ass'y
CSS Ass'y

Note (4) ,Note (5)
Note (6)

17966808- 50
17966900-00

6xl0 5 clamps

4-1-4. Maintenance Jigs and Tools

The following are the jigs and tools required for adequate maintenance
of the FDD.

(1) Equipment

(A) When Simulator KA (off-line exerciser, abbreviated to SKA) is used:

(a) Two different models of SKA are used for the maintenance of FD-55A
through F, and for FD-55G.

For FD-55G, designate SKA(-G).

The following accessories are necessary for operating the

SY~

(the

accessories are supplied with the SKA).

i) SKA/FFD interface cable (-OO)
ii) Check cable #1 (for observation of control signals)
iii) Check cable #2 (for observation of read

~~p.

output signals)

iv) SKA/FDD power cable

(b) Oscilloscope (two channel)

(c) DC power supply (+12V, 1.2A and +5V, 2A) or SKA power supply.
The following accessory is required for the power supply (The
accessory is supplied with the 'SKA power supply).

i) Power cable (4P)

(d) Thermometer and hygrometer

(B)

When SKA is not used:

(a) FDD controller and DC power supply (user's system)
(b) Oscilloscope t'two channel)

(c) Frequency counter
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(d) Digital volt meter
(e) DC clip-on ammeter
(f) Thermometer and hygrometer

(2) Tools
(a) Cross-point screwdrivers, M2.6 and M3
(b)

Common screwdriver, small size

(c) Hexagon wrench key, 1.5mm
(d)

A

pair of tweezers

(e) Round nose pliers
(f) Cutting pliers
(g)

Solder and soldering iron

(h) Cutter knife

(3) Special jigs

(a) Max. media jig (Jig C, PIN 1789Q746-00)
(b) Alignment

adjus~~ent

jig (PIN l785l100-001

(4) Disks

(a) Work disk (commercially available disk)

(b) Cleaning disk (commercially available cleaning disk)

i) Single sided type
ii) Double sided type

(c) Alignment disk (CE disk)

i) Single sided, 48tpi type (PIN 14900016-20)

ii) Double sided, 48tpi type (P/N 14900016-21)
iii) Single sided, 96/100tpi type (P/N 14900016-23)
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iv) Double sided, 96/l00tpi type (PIN 14900016-24)

(d) Level disk (PIN 14900015-00)

(5) Other articles used during maintenance

(a) Absolute alcohol (Ethanol)
(b) Cotton swab or gauze
(c) Locking paint (3 Bond, 14016)
(d) Screws and washers (Refer to item 5-2-2)

Note: Be sure to use well calibrated equipment and disks.
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4-2. PRECAUTIONS

4-2-1. Torque Applied to Screws and Locking Paint

The following torque should be applied to screws, unless otherwise
specified.

Size of screws

Torque

M2

2kg.cm

M2.6

4.5kg·cm

M3

6kg.cm

M3 set screw

4.5kg.cm

M3 plastic screw

1.5kg.cm

(Table 404) Torque applied to screws

For tightening or loosening M3 set screws for adjustment and parts
replacement! the following procedure should be followed.

(1) For adjustment, remove out the set screw and also remove the locking

paint which had applied to the screw itself

and around it.

(2) Apply fresh locking paint to the first three threads of the set screw
with some narrow object such as a pair of tweezers.

(3) Adjust or tighten the set screw with the;· specified torque.

For other screws than set screws, apply a drop of locking paint to the
designated points after tightening them.
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4-2-2. Handling of Connectors

(1) Types of connectors

The following connectors are used for the FDD.

(a) Jl: Interface connector
(b) J2: Power connector
(c) J3: IC socket for terminator (resistor network)
(d) J4:. Head load solenoid & track 00 connector
(e) J5: PCBA front OPT connector
(f) J6: Stepping motor connector
(g) J7: Spindle motor (DO motor Ass'y) connector
(h) J8:

(Option) Disk sensor connector

(i) J9: Head connector
(j) JlO: (Option) 1/1 size front bezel indicator connector
{k}

Jl1: (Option) Door close swi teh co!".nector or HD sensor connector

(1) J12: (Option) PCBA VFO OPT connector
(m) J13: (Option) Door lock solenoid connector

(2) Connection and disconnection of the connectors

Be sure to turn the power off before connecting and disconnecting the
connectors.
correctly

Connection or disconnection should be done straightly and

wi~hout

applying excessive force to the cables and the post

pins.

(3} Precautions for handling the white connectors (J6, J7, Jll, J13)

tal Disconnection of the connector

As shown in Fig.402, carefully pull up the edges of the upper
protru.dinq' area of the connector little by little
nails or with a screwdriver.
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withtb~

'finger

File protect sensor
~ PCBA

front OPT
Iet---+-- J 4

'---+-- J12 (Option)
'--~--J9

'---...J---

J5

sensor

Top view of the FDO

DO motor Ass'y(Spindle motor)

_

........I--~-

J11 (Option)

J3
Jl(Card edge)

J2

Bottom view of the FOD

/

J4
Jl2(Option)

J8(Option)
J5

PCBA MFD control #B

(Fig.401) Types of connectors
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Connector Jll (option) is installed upright on the PCB.

Though the

shape of J11 is little different from the connector below in the
figure, pull up the edges of the upper protruding area in the same
manner.

Cable

Housing clamper

Upper protruding area

Post pin side
Pin numbers
(Fig. 402) Disconnection of white connector

(b) Connection of the connector

Push the connector into the post pin on the PCBA with- the housing
clamper up.
For the connector Jll (option), bring the hole of the pin onto the
post pin position and push it.

It will not be pushed in an oppos:L:te

location.

(c) Removal of the p'in (for reference)

Refer to Fig.403.
Depressing the stopper of the pin lightly

with~an~row

obj-ect such

as a pair of tweezers, pUll the cable in the direction indicated by
the arrow

e

(d) Insertion of the pin (for reference)

Before insertion, check the following three points.

i) Confirm that the sheath and the core of the .cable are securely
clamped.
- 4017 -

Clamp securely

(push)

Cable
~

Contact area
clamper
(Fig.403) Sectional view of white connectors

ii) Confirm that the stopper is lifted as in Fig. 403 and it inhibits
accidental removal.
iii) No tarnish or contamination should be on the contact area of the
pin or the PCB side post pin.

If there is, remove it.

Contact failure may happen if any of these three points is not
satisfied~

When you insert the pin, it should be so inserted that the stopper
faces the opening side of the housing.
After the insertion, check the connection by pulling the cable lightly.

(4) Precautions for handling the black connectors (J4, J5, J9, JlO, Jll)

(a) Disconnection of the connector

i) Pullout J4 connector (head load solenoid and track 00 connector)
slowly holding the cable with a pair of tweezers or a round nose
pliers carefully.
ii) For pUlling out J5 (PCBA front OPT connectorl and J9 (head
connector), remove the scr-ew fixing the cord guide (see Fig. 501,
No.1) and pull the connector holding the cable and housing slowly.
Be sure not to apply tension to the fine cables of the J9 (head
connector) .
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iii) For JIO (option) and J12 (option), pullout slowly in the same

manner as in iteu i)

-_...::I

ciilU

.!.!\

.l..l.}.

(b) Connection of the connector

Make the polarizing key position of the housing correspond with the
lack of the post pin, and push the housing carefully with the
fingers.

(c) Removal of the pin

Lifting up the stopper of the housing with a narrow object such as
cutter knife, pull the cable with a pair of tweezers in the direction
indicated by the arrow.

Refer to Fig.404.

Clamp securely

Contact area

(Fig.404) Sectional view of black connectors

(d) Insertion of the pin

Before insertion, check the pins according to item (3)-(d), i) through
iii) .
When you insert the pin, it should be so inserted that the projection
side faces the stopper of the housing.

After the insertion, pull the

cable with a pair of tweezers softly in order to confirm whether it
is securely.cannected.
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4-3-2. Head Cable Treatment

Head cable should be arranged correctly by the clarnpers with appropriate
margin in length so that the head carriage can move on the guide shafts
smoothly.

(1) Clamp the head cable with cable clamper B so that the cable has
appropriate looseness when the head carriage is set to track 00 (rear
end of the moving area).

The appropriate length of the head cable from

the head carriage output to the first cable clamper is approximately
9Omm.

Head conn.ector

Head cable

Note: The figure uses the double sided FDD.
is applied to the single sided FDD.

(Fig.405) Head cable arrangement
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The same cable arr,3.ilgement

(2) Form the cable not to have excessive looseness in the area from the
head connector to the cable clamper B.
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4-2-4. Initial Setting of SKA

Following initial setting is required for operating the SKA.

4-2-4-1. Cable connection and setting of power supply voltage

(1) Set the output voltage of DC power supply to +12V and +SV, approx.

(2) Turn the DC power off and connect the power cable to the PSA (SKA PWR)
connector of the SKA.

(3)

Set the FD PWR switch of the SKA to the OFF position.

(4) Connect the FD PWR OUTPUT of the SKA and the FDD with the SKA/FDD power
cable.

(5) Connect the SKA/FDD interface cable.

Pay attention to the identification

mark of the connector (V) so that it locates at the pin 1 and 2 side.

DC

power supplies
(+12V, +SV)

SKA/FDD power cable

SKA/FDD interface cable

Power cable

FD INTERFACE

PSA
FD PWR
OUTPUT
ICheck
I

L

I

FDD
__________
---.JI

(Fig.406) Connection of SKA cable
- 4022 -

SKA

(6) Connect the check cable #1 (Flat cable, brown 7P connector at the FDD
side and white SP connector at the SKA side) between the terminals 1
of the SKA and TPI

tV

TP6, G of the FDD.

tV

S

For the SKA side, be sure to

match the pin numbers of the connector housing and the terminal numbers
of the connector.

For the FDD side, cable connection side pins should

be connected to the TPI

~

S side.

(7) Connect the check cable #2 (shield cable is used partially, SP connectors
at both ends) between the terminals 6
G of the FDD.

~

9, G of the SKA and TP7

~

TPlO,

Be sure to match the pin numbers'of the connector housing

and the terminal numbers of the SKA as in Fig.407.
The shield cable side is TP7, 8, and terminals 6, 7 of the SKA.

;f-If

cable connection side

~

~E

(TPl~5)

SP

7P

.-

Check

ca~le

#1

10 1 . - -

1~ I:

1-. {~~

~.

SKA terminals

FDD TPs

m~ ~Jn:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:-1;'f-:_C_#_2_~:

~==::-:r~

E-U/

FDD TPs

1~5

:mo
\Ir

0

t;;t1}- Shield

SKA terminals

cable side
6~9,G

Connector housing No.

(Fig.407) Connection of check cable

(8) Turn the DC power on.

(9) Key in "CB

II
•

Set the FD PWR switch of the SKA to the PSA side.

(+SV VOLTAGE)

(10) Adjust the DC power voltage so that the DATA indicator of the SKA
I 1.1 I I (V) indicates the value within the range of S.bO±O.lV.
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(11) Key in "F".

(STOP)

(12) Key in "CC". (+12V VOLTAGE)

(13) Adjust the DC power voltage so that the DATA indicator of the SKA

I I J I I (V) indicates the value within the range of l2.00±O.24V.
(14) Key in "F". (STOP)

Note: The above items (1), (2), (9)

~

(14) may be omitted for replacement

of the FDD or a temporary FDD power off.

Remain DC power on and

control the FDD power by the SKA PWR switch.
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4-2-4-2. Setting of the maximum track number

Before the check and the adjustment of the FOD, set the maximum track
number according to the following instructions.
The setting will be maintained until the main DC power (for SKA) is
turned off or until the RESET switch of the SKA is depressed.

Since

The FD PWE switch is independent of this setting, it is convenient to
maintain the main DC power on for the successive operations.
The initial setting of the following is not required if the maximum
track number is the same as the initial value (79) of the SKA.

(1)

Key in "cr".

(SET TMAX)

(2) The maximum track number set aot that time is indicated with the latter
two digits of the DATA indicator I I I I I (track).

Note: If there is no change in the maximum track number in item (2),
depress "F" key.

(3) Key in a new maximum track number (two digits) in decimal notation.

e.g. 48tpi: CF 39 (for 40 cylinders)
96tpi: CF 79 (for 80 cylinders)
96tpi (High density): CF 76 (for 77 cylinders)
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4-2-4-3. Setting of step rate and settling time

Before check and adjustment of the POD, set the step rate and the
settling time according to the following instructions.
The setting will be maintained until the main DC power (for SKA) is
turned off or until the RESET switch of the SKA is depressed.
If the step rate and the settling time are the same as the initial
values of the SKA (step rate: 6msec, settling time: l5msec), the
initial setting of the following is not required.

This case is applied

to 48tpi FOOs.

(1) Key in "DB". (SET STEP RATE)

(2) Step rate set at that time is indicated by O.lmsec scale on the DATA
indicator

I I J I (ms).

e.g. DATA.indicator

151111 indicates 6. Omsec.

(3) Key in a new step rate down to one decimal place (unit: msec).

Note: If there is no change in step rate in item (2), omit item (3) and
forward to item (4).

(4) Key in "P". (STOP -- Setting of the step rate completes.)

(5) Settling time at that time is indicated by O.lmsec scale on the DATA
indicator I I I J I (ms)

e. g. DATA indicator

1115101 indicates 15. Omsec.

(6) Key in new settling time down to one decimal place (unit: msec).

Note: If there is no change in settling time in item (5), omit item (6)
and depress "F" key to complete the operation ..
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(7) Depress "F" key. (STOP -- Setting of the settling time completes.)

e.g. 48tpi FDD: DB 60 F 150 F
(Step rate: 6msec, settling time: 15msec)
96tpi FDD: DB 30 F 150 F
(Step rate: 3msec, settling time: 15msec)
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4-2-4-4. Level disk calibration

Setting of the following calibration value is required for accurate
measurement before the check of the read level or the resolution.
Use a level disk with a calibration value (100% center) written on the
label.

The setting will be maintained until the main DC power (for SKA)

is turned off or until the RESET switch of the SKA is depressed.
If the calibration value is the same as the initial value (100%) of the
SKA, the initial setting of the following is not required.

(1) Innermost track read level

(a) Key in "DO". (CALIBRATION READ LEVEL)

(b) Calibration value set at that time is indicated in the latter three
digits of the DATA indicator I I I I I

(%).

(e) Key in a new calibration value written on the level disk label
(three digits, t4ax.)

(d) Key in lip". (STOP)

Note: If there is no calibration change in item (b), omit item (c) and
depress "P" key.

(2) Innermost track resolution

(a) Key in "01". (CALIBRATION RESOLUTION)

(b) Calibration value set at that time is indicated in the latter
three digits of the DATA indicator I I I I I

(%).

(c) Key in a new calibration value written on the level disk label
(three digits, Max.)
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(d) Key in "F".

(STOP)

Note: If there is no calibration change in item (b), omit item (c) and
depress "F

Il

key.

e.g. READ LEVEL 103%, RESOLUTION 96%: DO 103 F, D1 96 F
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4-2-4-5. Alignment disk calibration

Setting of the following calibration value is required for accurate
measurement before the check and adjustment of the track alignment.
Use a correctly calibrated fO% center} alignment disk with a calibration
value written on the label.

The setting will be maintained until

the main DC power (fer SKA) is turned off or until the RESET switch of
the SKA is depressed.
If the calibration value is the same as the initial value (0%) of the
SKA, the initial setting of the following is not required.

(1) SIDE 0 alignment

(a) Key in "EO". (CALIBRATION SIDE 0 ALIGNMENT)

(b) The calibration value set at the time. is
digits of the DATA indicator I I I I I
in the initial digit.

T~
.... .L.

Polarity indication: plus

...
a.

"nil
·v

,-, ,

(%),

i~dicated

in the latter two

and the polarity is indicated

is indicated, the polarity is positive.

minus -

(c) Key in a polarity and a new calibration value (two digits, Max.)
written on the alignment disk label.
Designation of polarity: Depress liB" key only for minus designation.
(No designation is required for plus).

(d) Key in "P". (STOP)

(2) Side 1 alignment (Double sided only)

(a) Key in "E1".

(CALIBRATION SIDE 1 ALIGNMENT)

(b) The same as in item (l)-(b)

~

(d).
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INDEX output signal

lJ

lJ

Lobe pattern
(TP9,10)
A

B

A

B

Notes: 1. The lobe pattern ratio is calibrated in the SKA according to
the following expression.
Lobe pattern ratio
after calibration

A-B
Larger one of A & B xlOO-Calibration value(%)

2. If the calculated value with the above expression is positive,
the polarity is plus, while the polarity is minus when the
value is negative.

(Fig. 408) Calibration of alignment lobe pattern

(3) Index-burst timing

(a) Key in liES".

(CALIBRATION INDEX TIMING)

(b) The calibration value set at that time is indicated in the latter
three digits of the DATA indicator I I I I I (us), and the polarity is
indicated in the initial digit.

(Refer to item (l)-(b»:

If a "0" is indicated, the polarity is positive.

(c) Key in a polarity and a new calibration value (three digits, Max.)
written on the alignment disk label.

Refer to item (l}-(c) for the

polarity designation.

(d) Key in "F".

(STOP)

Note: If there is no change in the calibration value in item (b), omit
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item (c) and depress "F" key.

e.g. Double sided FDD, SIDE 0 ALIGNMENT +3%, SIDE 1 ALIGNMENT -5%,
INDEX TIMING

-25~s:

EO 3 F, El B 5 F, E5 B 25 F

INDEX output signal

I

--------------

Index burst (TP7,8)
t

~~-'~-Index

burst timing

Notes: 1. The index timing is calibrated in the SKA according to the
following expression.
Calibrated timing = t - calibrat-ion value

(~s)

2. If the calculated value with the above expression is
positive, the polarity is plus, while the polarity is minus
when the value is negative.

(Fig.409) Calibration of index burst timing
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4-2-4-6. Humidity setting

For the check and adjustment of the track alignment using an alignment
disk, set the environmental relative humidity to the SKA in order to
improve the precision of measurement.
This setting is important when the relative humidity is considerably
different from 50\ at the 96tpi FDD.
The initial setting of the following is not required if the relative
humidity is the same as the initial value (50%) of the SKA.

(1) Key in "E2". (CALIBRATION RH ALIGNMENT)

(2) The relative humidity set at that time is indicated in the latter
two digits of the DATA indicator I II I I (\).

(3) Input the relative humidity percentage in the measurement environment
(two digits, Max.).
e.g. 96tpi, RH 58\: E2 58

4-2-4-7. Setting of SKA gain

Following setting is required for the check and adjustment of the 96tpi

roo.
(1) Key in "DO" and confirm that the H GAIN indicator is on.

Note: Above setting shall not be done for 48tpi.
is on, turn it off by keying in "DO".
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If the H GAIN indicator

4-2-5. Others

(1) Total error test

In the check and adjustment in item 4-4, read/write error test is not
included.

After the adjustment or the replacement of the maintenance

parts, it is recommended to perform a data error test by connecting the
FDD to the user's system or the TEAC simulator KB.

The window margin

test is the most recommended item.

(2) Setting of FDD straps and SKA special keys

It is required to confirm before the operation that the straps (short
bars) on the PCBA MFD control are at the appropriate position for the
system to be sued in the check and adjustment.
For the purpose of simplyfying the explanation, it is recommended to
set the "following straps on when you use the SKA.

However, if you

can set the straps correctly referring to Specification, Instruction
Manual, Schematic diagrams, and SKA Instruction Manual, you need not to
follow this recommendation.

(a) FDD with head load solenoid:
Set HS, OS 0, and SM straps on.
and RE.

No restriction for the straps IU, PM,

Other straps should be set to off-state.

(b) CSS model (without head load solenoid) FDD:
Set OS

° strap on.

No restriction for the straps IU, PM, and RE.

Other straps should be set to off-state.

Note: The signal level of the interface connector pin 4 (IN USE/HEAD
LOAD) can be alternately changed between TRUE and FALSE by
depressing "A" (IN USE) key of the SKA.
indicator of the SKA turns on.

Refer to the Specification as to

the function of the signal and straps.
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When it becomes TRHE, "A"

If the strap position of the FDD is changed from the initial setting
at the system installation, be sure to change it back to the initial
position after maintenance.

(3) Terminator

When you check each FDD with a maintenance system such as the SKA,
it is necessary to put the terminator network into the
the PCBA MFD control.

IC~socket

J3 on

The terminator shall be returned to the initial

condition after completion of the maintenance.

(4) Connection of the probe ground

Connect the probe ground of the equipment as follows:

(a) For the observation at the test points (TP) 7

~

10:

Connect the probe ground to the G test point (OV) on the PCBA MFD
control.

(b) For the observation at the other test point:

Connect the probe ground to the G test point (OV) on the PCBA MFD
control.

Or GND (OV) terminal of the system power supply unit, or

the SKA GND terminal may be used.

(c) For the observation of the SKA test point:
Connect the probe ground to the SKA GND terminal.

Note: When you use the SKA, almost all checks including the read amp.
output at TP7

~

TPIO of the FDD will be done automatically through

the check cables #1 and #2 and interface cable.

Also these signals

can be observed by an oscilloscope using the test points on the SKA.

(5) Maintenance environment
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Maintenance of the FDD should be done on a clean bench at room
temperature and humidity.

It is recommended to execute the check and

adjustment of the track alignment after leaving the FDD for at least
2 hours at room temperature and humidity.

The magnetic head, disk,

steel belt, etc. might suffer from dust and dirt if the maintenance is
not undertaken in a clean environment.

(6) Orientation of the FDD

Position the FDD as shown in Fig.4l0 unless otherwise specified.
Horizontal and vertical orientations with lever side up should be used.

1=

~~~---

E32:r1

Horizontal setting

Lever

Vertical setting

(Fig.4l0) General orientation of the FDD during maintenance

(7) Head load of the CSS model

For the CSS model (without head load solenoid), the FDD is always in
head load condition as far as a disk is inserted and the front lever
"is closed.

(8)

Work disk

When you use the SKA, use a soft sectored disk.

(9) Disks for high density FDD (FD-55G)
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For the check and adjustment of the high density FOO, it is required to
use a high density disk (HO disk) as a work disk or as the level disk.
The high density disks look more transparent when viewed through than
the ordinary disk.
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4-3. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

4-3-1. Cleaning of Magnetic Head by Cleaning Disk

When you use the FDD in dusty environment, it is recommended to clean
the magnetic head surface periodically (e.g. once a month) with a
commercially available cleaning ·disk.

Especially for a double sided

FOO, it is difficult to clean the head surface, be sure to use the
cleaning disk.
For typical usage under typical. environmental condition, the clenaing
is recommended when data errors often occur.

(A) Equipment

(1) Cleaning disk
(2) SKA or user's system

(B) Cleaning procedure

(1) General method

(a) Start the spindle motor and install an appropriate cleaning disk.

Notes: 1. Do not use a damaged cleaning disk on the surface.
2. For a single sided FOO, be sure to install a single sided
cleaning disk.

The cleaning surface of the disk should be in

contact with the head surface.
When the FOD is placed horizontally, the magnetic head is
located down and it faces the back side of the disk.
If a double sided cleaning disk is installed in a single sided
FDO, it may damage the head pad.
3. For a double sided FOO, a double sided cleaning disk should be
used.

Side 0 (lower side) and side 1 (upper side) heads are

cleaned simultaneously.
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(b) Execute head loading and clean the head at a suitable track position
for 10

~

30 seconds, approx.

In order to avoid the concentration on

a specific track, it is a good way to make the head move between
track 00 and the innermost track during cleaning.

Note: The most appropriate cleaning time is different for each type of
cleaning disk used.
Excessively long cleaning time is not effective but has possibility
to accelerate the head wear.

(c) Remove the cleaning disk.

(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA referring to item 4-2-4 and set the FD PWR switch to
the PSA side.

(b) Start the spindle motor by key "5".

(MON

indicator turns on).

(c) Execute drive select by key 110". (D50 indicator turns on).

(d) Key in "CO" and confirm that the TRACK indication of the SKA becomes
"00". (RECALIBRATE)

(e) Install an appropriate cleaning disk.

(f) Key in "C6". (SEEK TEST)

(g) After 10

~

30 seconds, depress "F" key.

(h) Eject the cleaning disk.
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See item (l)-(a), "Notes='.

4-3-2. Oirect Cleaning (Single sided FOO only)

This cleaning method is applied only to a single sided FOO.
If this method is applied to a double sided FDO, gimballed mechanism
might be damaged.
If visible dirt is on the head surface when the head pad arm is lifted
up manually during maintenance, perform direct cleaning as follows:

(A) Equipment

(l) Absolute alcohol (Ethanol)
(2) Cotton swab or gauze

(8) Cleaning procedure

(1) Lightly dampen a cotton swab or a gauze with alcohol.

(2)

I~ift

up the pad arm (see Fig.411) and clean the head surface carefully

with the cotton swab or the gauze.
Note: Do not touch the pad surface.

(3) Wipe the head surface with clean dry cloth after the evaporation of the
alcohol.

(4) After confirming that the dirt is cleaned off and no fluff is left on
the head surface, let the pad arm down carefully.
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Pad
Set arm

Magnetic head
surface
Head carriage

(Fig.4ll) Direct cleaning of the magnetic head (Single sided only)
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4-4. CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT

4-4-1. Adjustment of Set Arm Position

(A) Equipment

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) Locking paint

(B) Adjustment procedure

(1) Loosen two fixing screws of the set arm (see Fig.4l2) so that the set
arm can be moved manually without getting out of place.

(2) Close the set arm by turning the front lever.

(3) In this condition (item (2», adjust the set arm so that,the visual
distance of the gap between the collet shaft and the set arm hole
becomes even.

(4) Tighten the installing screws of the set arm with the specified torque,
apply a drop of locking paint on the screw head.

(5) Open and close the set arm by turning the front lever and confirm that
it does so smoothly.
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Collet shaft
Set arm
fixing
screws

2-Locking paint

D

'-- Front lever

____-.--J)

Gap between collet shaft and set arm hole

(Fig.4l2) Adjustment of set arm position
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4-4-2. Adjustment of Clamp Arm position

(A) Equipment

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) SKA or user's system
(3) \'Jork disk

(B) Adjustment procedure

(1) Loosen four holder fixing screws (see Fig.413) so that the holder can
be moved manually without getting out of place.

(2) Close the set arm by turning the. front lever.

(3) Push down the holder against the frame so that narrow gap is spaced
between the E-ring on the collet shaft and the set arm plate, then
tighten the four screws at both sides.
Narrow gap should be confirmed by a very easy manual turning of the
E-ring .

•
(4) Install a work disk.

(5) Start the spindle motor and confirm that the disk rotates smoothly.
t'lhen the SKA is used, connect the SKA referring to item 4-2-4 and set
the FD PWR switch to the PSA side.
key "5".

Then start the spindle motor by

(MON indicator turns on) .

(6) Place the FDD vertically (refer to Fig.4l0).

(7) Nip the disk edge firmly with fingers which appears a little from the
front bezel, and confirm that the rotor of the spindle motor s t 9pS.

(8) If the spindle motor does not stop completely, push down the -holder
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further against the frame at item (3).

Then execute the procedure

from item (4) through (7) again.

(9) Eject the work disk.

(10) Adjust the front lever position according to item 4-4-3.

Set arm plate

screws
side)

(Fig.413) Adjustment of clamp arm position
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4-4-3. Adjustment of Front Lever position

(A) Equipment

(1) Hexagon wrench key, 1.5mm
(2) MAX media jig

(B)

Adjustment procedure

(1) Turn the front lever to open position and loosen a lever fixing set

screw (see Fig.4l4).

(2) Turn the front lever to close position and loosen another fixing screw.

Then pullout the lever for O.5mm, approx.

(3) Tighten the screw in item (2).

(4) Open the front lever and insert the MAX media jig from the notch side.

(See Fig.414).

(5) Turn the front lever to close position and loosen the lever fixing

screw again.

Then push the lever against the MAX media jig.

(6) position the handle of the front lever forms right angle against

the longitudinal side of the front bezel.
with the specified torque.

And tighten the set screw

(see Fig.41S) .

(7) Turn the front lever to open position and tighten another set screw

in the same manner.

(8) Close the front lever and confirm that the blade of the lever does not

nip the MAX media jig.

(9) Open the front lever and remove

~he

jig.
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Note: Refer to item 4-2-1 as to handling of the set screws.

Front bezel

2-lever fixing screws

Front lever

MAx media jig
(Fig.4l4) Adjustment of front lever

Sectional view
front bezel
Front bezel

Front lever

CJ

Form right angle
(Fig.4lS) Front lever .position
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4-4-4. Adjustment of Arm Lifter

This item applies only for the FDD with the head load solenoid.
The adjusting method is different between the single sided FDD and
the double sided FDD.

4-4-4-1_ Double sided FDD (Adjustment of arm lifter)

(A) Equipment

(1) Hexagon wrench key,l.5mm

(2) Work disk
(3) SKA or user's system

(4) Oscilloscope
(5 )

Locking paint

(Bl Adjustment procedure

(1) General method

(a) Start the spindle motor and insert a work disk.

(b) Set the head to track 00.

(c) Execute head loading.

(d) Turn the adjusting screw (set screw) of the arm lifter so that the
gap between the upper arm and the arm lifter becomes O.2rnm,Min.
(See Figs.416 and 417).

(e) Unload the head.

(f) Confirm that the upper arm is lifted slightly by the arm lifter.
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lifting part
Arm lifter
lifter adjusting
screw

Head load
solenoid Ass'y

Head carriage

(Fig.4l6) Adjustment of arm lifter

Arm lifting part"\

.1

c

\

Upper arm (double sided)
or Pad arm (single sided)

.r-!

::E:

§
N

Head carriage Ass'y

o

Arm lifter
Note: Viewed from front bezel side

(Fig.4l7) Gap of arm lifter
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(g) Use two channels of oscilloscope.

Connect the 1st channel to the

head load command signal and the 2nd channel to TP9 or TPlO on the
PCBA MFD control.

Triggering is done by the head load command.

Oscilloscope range
The 1 st channel: DC mode I 2V I. lOmsec
The 2nd channel: AC mode, O.SV , lOmsec

Note: For example, when you execute the head loading using a DRIVE .
SELECT signal, it is required to set DS (one of 0 through 3), HS ,
and SM straps on.
For the purpose of check and adjustment in this item, it is not
proper to execute the head loading by the MOTOR ON signal with HM
and SM straps on.

Use either of the DRIVE SELECT signai or the

IN USE/HEAD LOAD signal.

(See the Specification item 1-12-3).

(h) Select the side 1 head.

(i) Execute head loading

(j) Execute 2F write operation

f~r

one rotation of the disk (250KHz of

WRITE DATA frequency for FD-SSA

~

F, 500KHz for FD-SSG).

(k) Unload the head.

(L) Repeat the head loading and unloading alternately (tapping operation)

and observe the waveform of TP9 or TPIO by the oscilloscope.
(See Fig.4l8) .

(m) Set the oscilloscope trigger to the positive mode and observe the read
waveform at TP9 or TPIO after the input of an unload command.

Confirm

that there is no big spike noise (excludes a small one) or there is
not a continuous unload level (excludes the
by dotted line in Fig.418.
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nois~

level) as shown

Head load command

--,

, - -TRUE
-----

TP9 or TPlO

~--------~---Head load

time (35ms)

Head load command

Head unload command

~

FALSE

~ Spike noi se
----,------------ -----

'?7"'7b-7'7T.l"TT'rrJ-rrrr7'TT:1"7"7\ •

TP9 or TPlO

~_+"_l~"""'~"'*""""""'""""~r--r---~-------Residual read level
(Unload level)

I

Head unload command
(Fig.4l8) Read waveforms at head loading/unloading

In such event that either of the spike noise or continuous unload
level is observed in the waveform, fine adjust the set screw of the
arm lifter.

Note: This item should be executed when the side 1 head is selected.
If the side 1 head is lifted too high during unload operation,
spike noise will be

obser~ed,

while unload level will be observed

when it is too low.

(n) Set the o-scilloscope trigger to the negative (-) mode and observe
the waveform at TP9 or TPlO after the input of a head load command.
Confirm tha.t the ...rea<i.. w~.veform more than 35msec after the head load
command is almost static.
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As a detail, bottom "An of the read level more than 35msec after
the input of the head load command should be more than 0.7 against
the average read level liB".

(AlB

~

O. 7 in Fig. 418)

Co) Make the head move to the innermost track.

(p) Repeat the procedure from item (i) to in} and adjust so that the
items (m) and (n) are satisfied at track 00 and at the innermost
track.

(q) The items (m) and (n) are applied to the side 0 head.

However, as

to the unload level in item (m) will be excluded unless it is the
same read level as the head load condition.
Confirm in the same manner by selecting the side 0 head.

(r) Again set the head to track 00.

(s) After opening the front lever, draw out the disk slowly.

In the

process of drawing out, the side 0 and side 1 heads shall not catch
the head· window edge of the disk jacket (opening area of the jacket
to make the head be in contact with the disk surface).

The jacket

can be drawn out smoothly with appropriate space margin.

(t) Insert the disk slowly and confirm that the disk jacket docs not
touch the side 0 nor side I head and goes into the FDD smoothly with
appropriate space margin.

(u) If the items (p), (g), (s), or (t) is out of the specification,
following causes are assumend.

i) Inferior disk:
Disk and/or jacket is deformed or the disk may have drop-out.s.
In such event, replace the work disk with a new one.
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ii) Inferior head carriage Ass'y:
Replace the head carriage Ass'y according to item 4-5-1.
iii) Inferior head load solenoid:
Replace the head load solenoid Ass'y according to item 4-5-5.
iv) Inferior PCBA MFD control:
Replace the PCBA MFD control according to item 4-5-7. (No relation
to items

(5)

and (t».

Note: Refer to item 4-2-1 as to handling of the set screw.
If the strap setting is changed, back it to the initial setting
after the adjustment.
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(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA according to item 4-2-4 and set the FO PWR switch to
the PSA side.

(b) Start the spindle motor by key "5". (MON indicator turns on).

(c) Install a work disk.

(d) Execute drive select by key "0". (OSO

indicator turns on).

(e) Key in "CO" and confirm that the TRACK indication becomes "00".
(RECALIBRATE)

(f) Turn the adjusting screw (set screw) of the arm lifter so that the
gap between the arm lifting area of the upper arm and the arm lifter
becomes 0.2rnrn, Min. (See Figs. 416 and 417).

(g) Release the drive select by key "0". (OSO

indicator turns off).

(h) Confirm that the upper arm is lifted slightly by the arm lifter.

(i) Use two channels of socilloscope.

Connect the 1st channel to the

DOUT terminal and the 2nd channel to the OIF terminal of the SKA.
Apply negative trigger by the DOUT terminal.

Oscilloscope range
The 1st channel: DC mode, 2V, 10msec
The 2nd channel: AC mode, 0.5V, lOmsec

Note: For the check and adjustment in this item, it is required to set
on the straps OS 0, HS, and SM of the FOO. (See item 4-2-5- (2»).

(j)

Key in "BC Fit. (ORIVE SELECT observation)
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(k) Select side 1 head by key "4". (SIDE 1 indicator turns on).
(L) Execute drive select by key 110 11 • (OSO indicator turns on).

(m) Key in "e9". (HEAD LOAD TIME)

(n) Observe the waveform of the DlF terminal at head unloading using the
oscilloscope.

SKA

DOUT

- .I~

FALSE

-

V

7T1'~"TT'J'TTrT7....,-rrT7-rr'7"7"'-\
SKA

DIF

Spike noise

-----r------------------

:.LL.4L.L.L.J..'-LL.L.J..~~~.lJ,.--- r--~-::~~~ual read level
-

(Unload level)
Head unload command
(Fig.4l9) Read waveform at head unloading

(0) Confirm that there is no big spike noise (excludes a small one) or

there is not a continuous unload level (excludes the noise level) as
shown by dotted line in Fig.419.
In such event that either of the spike noise or continuous unload level
is observed in the waveform, fine adjust the set screw of the arm
lifter.

Note: This item should be executed when the side I head is selected
(SIDE 1 indicator turns on) .
If the side 1 head is lifted too high during unload operation,
spike noise will be observed, while unload level will be observed
when it is too low.

(p)

Con f.i rm that the DATA indicator ...
1 ...1............., ('\) of the
value within the following range.
Head load settling level after

35msec~
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70\, 'M1n.

SKA

i-mU..cat.es a

(q) Key in "F". (STOP)

(r) If the OSO indicator of the SKA is off, execute drive select by key

"a". (OSO indicator turns on).
(s) Key in "CI". (SEEK TMAX).

(t) Repeat the procedure from items (m) to (p) and adjust so that the
items (0) and (p) are satisfied at track 00 and at the innermost
track.

(u) Key in "F". (STOP)

(v) The items (0) and{p) are applied to the side

a head.

However, as

to the unload level in item Co) will be excluded unless.it is the
same read level as the head load condition.
Depress key "4" to turn off the SIDE 1 indicator of the SKA and
co~firm

in the same procedure of items (L) through (u) for the side 0

head.

(w) Key in "CO" and confirm that the TRACK indication becomes "00".
(RECALIBRATE)

(x) After opening the front lever, draw out the disk slowly.

In the

process of drawing out, the side 0 and side I heads shall not catch
the head window edge of the disk jacket (opening area.of the jacket
to make the head be in contact with the disk surface).

The jacket

can be drawn out smoothly with appropriate space margin.

(y) Insert the disk slowly and confirm that the disk jacket does not

touch the side

a

nor the side 1 head and goes into the FDD smoothly

with appropriate space margin.

(z) If the items (t), (v), (x), or (y) is out of the specification, refer
to item (u) of "General method".
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Note: Refer to item 4-2-1 as to handling of the set screw.
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4-4-4-2. Single sided FOD (Adjustment of arm lifter)

(A) Equipment

(l) Hexagon wrench key, 1.5mm
(2) \'1ork disk
(3) SKA or user's system
(4) Locking paint

(B) Adjustment procedure

(I) General method

(a) Start the spindle motor and insert a work disk.

(b) Set the head to track QO.

(c) Execute head loading.

(d) Turn the adjusting screw (set screw) of the arm lifter so that the
gap between the pad arm and the arm lifter becomes 0.2mrn, Min. (See
Figs.416 and 417).

(e) Unload the head.

(f) Confirm that the pad arm is lifted slightly

by~·the

arm lifter.

(g) Make the head move to the innermost track.

(h) Load the head and repeat the procedure from item (d) to (f).

(i) Again set the head to track OQ.
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(j) Repeat the procedure from item (c) to (f).

Note: Refer to item 4-2-1 as to handling of the set screw.
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(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA according to item 4-2-4 and set the FD PWR switch

to the PSA side.

(b) Start the spindle motor by key "5". (MON indicator turns on).

(c) Install a work disk.

(d) Execute drive select by key "0".

(DSO indicator turns on).

(e) Key in "CO" and confirm that the TRACK indicator becomes "00".
(RECALIBRATE) .

(f) Turn the adjusting screw (set screw) of the arm lifter so that the

gap between the pad arm and the arm lifter becomes O.2mm, Min.
(See Pigs. 416 and 417).

(g) Release the drive select by key "0". (DSO indicator turns off).

(h) Confirm that the pad arm is lifted slightly by the arm lifter.

(i) Execute drive select by key "0". (050 indicator turns off).

(j) Key in "Cl" (SEEK TMAX) .

(k) Repeat the procedure from item (f) to (1).

(L) Key in "CO" (RECALIBRATE).

(m) Repeat the procedure from item (f) to (i).

Note: Refer to item 4-2-1 as to handling of set screw.
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4-4-5. Check of CSS Ass'y

This item applies only to the double sided CSS model (without head load
solenoid) .

(1\)

Equipment

(1) Work disk
(2) SKA or user's system

(B)

Check procedure

(1) General method

(a) Open and close the front lever with no insertion of a disk.

(b) Confirm that the side 1 head is lifted even if the front lever is
close and it has enough gap against the side 0 head. (See Fig.420).

Side 1 head

Gap
Side 0 head

(Fig.420) Gap between side 0 and side 1 heads

(c) After opening the front lever, insert a work disk slowly.
Confirm that the disk jacket does not touch the side 0 nor side 1 head
and goes into the FDD smoothly with appropriate space margin.
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(d) Draw out the disk slowly.

Confirm that the side

a

and side 1 heads

do not catch the head window edge of the disk jacket (opening area
of the jacket to make the head be in contact with the disk surface)
and that the jacket can be drawn out smoothly with appropriate
space margin.

(e) Confirm that the cam (natural color) of the CSS Ass'y attached to the
left side Of the head carriage moves as in Fig.42l by opening/closing
of the front lever and insertion/ejection of the disk.

Cam

~ .

Disk
otates about

i) Disk is not fully inserted.

90~

ii) Disk is fully inserted and
front lever is close.

(Fig.42l) Rotation of CSS Ass'y cam

(f) Start the spindle motor and insert a work disk.

(g) Set the head to track 00.

(h) In the close condition of the front lever, confirm that the gap
between the upper arm (double sided) or the pad arm (single sided)
and the arm lifter is

0.2~m,

Min.

See Fig.4l8.

(i) Make the head move to the innermost track.

(j) Confirm as in item (h).
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(2) SKA method

(a) Open and close the front lever with no insertion of a disk.

(b) Confirm that the side 1 head is lifted even if the front lever is
close and it has enough gap against the side

a

head.

(See Fig.420) .

(c) After opening the front lever, insert a work disk slowly.
Confirm that the disk jacket does not touch the side

a

nor side 1

head and goes into the FOO smoothly with appropriate space margin.

(d) Draw out the disk sJowly.

Confirm that the side

a

and side 1 heads

shall not catch the head window edge of the disk jacket (opening
area of the jacket to make the head be in contact with the disk
surface) and that the jacket can be drawn out smoothly with appropriate
space margin.

{el Confirm that the cam (natural color) of the CSS Ass'y attached to the
left side of the head carriage moves as in Fig.42l by opening/closing
of the front lever and insertion/ejection of the disk.

(f) Connect the SKA according to item 4-2-4 and set FD PWR switch to PSA
side.

(g) Start the spindle motor by key "5".

(MON indicator turns on).

(h) Execute drive select by key "a". (050 indicator turns on) .

(i) Key in "CO" and confirm that the TRACK indication becomes "00".
( RECALIBRATE)

(j)

In the close condi tion of the front lever, confirm that the gap'
between the upper arm (double sided) or the pad arm (single sided)
and the arm lifter is 0.2mm, Min.

See Fig.4l8.
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(k) Key in "Cl".

(SET TMAX) •

(L) Confirm as in item (j).
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4-4-6. C~eck of File Protect Sensor

(A)

EquiFment

'

( .J.),

M.1L'{ media jig

(2)

Digi~al vol~~eter

(or oscilloscope)

(3) SKA or user's system

(B)

Check procedure

(1) General method

(a) Place the FOD on the work bench with the LEO indicator
front lever down.

up and the

(See Fig.422).

(b) Connect a digital voltmeter or an oscilloscope (DC range,lV/div)
to TP6 (File protect sensor) on the PCBA MFD

control~

(c) Install the MlLX media jig from the notch side and set it so that the
notch A area is located on the light pass from the file protect
sensor LED.

(See Fig. 422) .

(d) Adjust the orientation of the FOD so that it is not exposed with
strong light outside.

(e) Confirm that the voltage measured at TP6 when power is supplied to
the FDD is within the following range.
Notch A position TP6

volt~ge:

3.QV, Min.

(f) Pullout the jig a little so that the notch B area is located on the
light pass.

(g) Confirm that the voltage measured at TP6 when power is supplied to
the FDD is within the following range.
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Notch B position TP6 voltage: O.SV, Max.

LED indicator

MAX media
~~~~-+---File

protect
sensor

Notch B

Notch A

Front lever

(Fig.422) Check of file protect sensor
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(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA according to item 4-2-4 and set the FD PWR switch to
the PSA side.

(b) Execute the general method described in item (l}-(a) through (e).
WRROT indicator of the SKA turns on when drive selection is executed
by key "0". (050 indicator turns on).

(c) Execute the general method described in item (l)-(f) and -(g).
WRROT indicator of the SKA turns off.
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4-4-7. Check and Adjustment of Disk Rotation Speed

This item is only applied to the FDD which has a DD motor Ass'y with
the variable resistor Rl for adjusting the rotational speed of the
disk on the PCBA DD motor servo.

Refer to Fig.311 as to the mounting

position of the valiable resistor RI.
For the DO motor Ass'y without the variable resistor, the rotation
speed is fixed by the ceramic oscillator in the servo circuit and no
adjustment is required.

(A)

Equipment

(1) Common screwdriver, small size
(2) SKA or user's system

(3) Frequency counter (not required when the SKA is used)
(4) Work disk (soft sectored)

(B) Check and adjustment procedure

(1) General method

(a) Connect the frequenc¥ counter to TP4 (Index) of the PCBA MFD control
or to the INDEX interface signal line.

(b) Start the spindle motor and install a work disk.

(c) Set the head to track 00.

(d) Execute the head loading.

(e) Confirm that the pulse interval at TP4 is within the following range.

FD-SSA
FD-SSG

~

F: 200±3msec
166.7±2.Smsec
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(f) If the value in item (e) is out of the specified range, adjust the
variable resistor Rl on the PCBA DD motor servo to obtain the median
value in the specified range in item (e).

-

4069 -

(2) SKA method

(il)

Connect the SKA referring to item 4-2-4 and set the FO PWR switch
to PSA side.

(b) Start the spindle motor by key "5". (MaN indicator turns on).

(c) Insert a soft sectored work disk.

(d) Execute drive select by key "0". (OS 0 indicator turns on).

(e) Key in "CO" and confirm that TRACK indication becomes "00".
(RECALIBRATE)

(f) Key in "C3".

(INDEX PERIOD)

(g) Confirm that the DATA indicator

IJ

(ms) indicates a value within

the following range.
FO-5SA
FO-SSG

~

F: 200.0±3.Omsec
l66.7±2.5msec

(h) If the value in item (g) is out of the specified range, adjust the
variable resistor Rl on the PCBA 00 motor servo to obtain the median
value in the specified range in item (g).
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4-4-8. Check and Adjustment of Erase Gate Delay

(A) Equipment

(1) Common screwdriver, small size

(2) Work disk
(3 ) SKA or user's system
(4) Oscilloscope (not required when the SKA is used)

(B) Check and Adjustment procedure

(1) General method

(a) Use two channels of oscilloscope.

Connect the trigger channel to

WRITE GATE interface line and the other channel to TP2 (Erase gate
delay) on the PCBA MFD control.
Oscilloscope range: For both channels, DC mode, SV, lOOusec

(b) Start the spindle motor and install a work disk.

(c) Execute head loading.

(d) Set the oscilloscope to the negative trigger (-) mode.

Make the

WRITE GATE signal TRUE (write command).

(e) Confirm that "t" (Erase on delay) in Fig.423 is within the following
range.
t(Erase on delay): 200

~

320~sec

(FD-SSA

175

~

210usec (FD-SSG)

~

F)

(f) Set the oscilloscope to the positive trigger (+)
GATE signal FALSE.
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mode~

Make the WRITE

1

WRITE GATE

_

t

TP2
(Erase gate)

t

•

[Erase

on delay

(Fig.423) Erase on delay

(g) Confirm that "t" (Erase off delay) in Fig.424 is within the following
range.
t(Erase off delay): 860

~ 9S0~sec

(FO-SSA

500

~ SSO~sec

(FO-SSG)

J

WRITE GATE
TP2(Erase gate}

~

F)

1----1~_

I.

t

j

Erase off delay

(Fig.424) Erase off delay
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(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA according to item 4-2-4 and set the FD PWR switch to
PSA side.

(b) Execute drive select by key "0". (DSO indicator turns on) .

(c)

Key in "7".

(WRITE GATE ON)

(~s)

(d) Confirm that the DATA indicator

shows a value within the

following range.
Erase on delay: 200

~

320~sec

(FD-55A

175

~

2l0~sec

(FO-SSG)

(e) Key in "7" again.

~

F)

(WRITE GATE OFF)

(f) Confirm that the DATA indicator ~~I~I (~s) shows a value within the
following range.
Erase off delay: 860 '"
500 tV

9S0~sec

(FD-SSA tV F)

S50~sec

(FO-SSG)
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4-4-9. Check and Adjustment of Head Touch

Note: The adjustment applies to a single sided FDD only.
(A) Equipment

(1) Work disk
(2)

Corr~n

screwdriver, small size

(3) SKA or user's system
(4) Oscilloscope (not required when the SKA is used)
(5) DC clip on ammeter (not required when the SKA is used)
(6) Locking paint

(B) Adjustment procedure
(1) General method

(a) Connect an oscilloscope to TP9 or TPIO (Differentiation amp.) on the
PCBA MFD control.
Oscilloscope range

48tpi: AC mode, O.2V
96tpi: AC mode, O.IV

(b) Start the spindle motor and install a work disk.
(c) Set the head to the innermost track.
(d) Execute head loading.
(e) Repeat the cycle of one write rotation and one read rotation.
Write data should be the fixed pattern of 2F(250KHz of WRITE DATA
frequency for FD-5SA

~

F, 500KHz for FD-55G).

(f) Write down the average read level measured during the read operation
of item (e).
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(g) Execute item (e) and (f) with a slight depression (very slight
depression easy to release: 10

~

20g) by a finger on the top of the

upper head (double sided) or of the pad arm (single sided), and
measure the average read level as in item (f).

(h) Confirm that the read level measured in item (f) is greater than 80%
of that in item (g).

(i) For a double sided FOO, execute items (e) through (h) respectively
for side 0 and side 1 heads.

(j) After making the head move to track 00, execute items (e) through

(i)~

(k) Head touch adjustment for a single sided FDO:

i) At the innermost track, turn the groove on the upper side of the

head pad by 30° steps, approx. with a common screwdriver (see
Fig.425).

At each turning of the groove, execute write and read

operations in item eel.
Be sure to take apart the common screwdriver from the head pad
during write or read operation.
Note: Be careful not to push the head pad strongly with the common
screwdriver.

Also do not touch the pad surface to which a

disk will be in contact.

ii} After turning the pad position around 360°, set

th~

position again

to the position where the highest read level was obtained.

Then

execute items (e) through (h) at the innermost track.

iii) Continue the operation until the items (h) and (j) are sufficiently
satisfied.

Following causes are assumed for the insufficient

result in item (h) or (j) after fine adjustment of the pad
position.
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~

Inferior head pad:
Replace the pad according to item4-S-9.

OJ

Inferior disk:
Disk and/or jacket is deformed or damaged.

Replace the work

disk with a new one.
~ Inferior pressure of the jacket pads:

The jacket pad attached under the set arm (see Fig.S06, No.8, 9A
and 9B) does not touch the disk jacket surface.

If item (h) is

improved when the jacket surface is touched by a cornmon screwdriver
very lightly, execute the adjustment of the clamp arm position
according to item 4-4-2, or replace the pad 9B to PIN 16787076-02
(Disk Fcc 2.St).
caution: If the jacket surface is excessively pressed, it might be
deformed or the spindle motor might be overloaded because
of increasing the rotation torque.

If item Q) is done,

measure the +12V current consumption of the FDD and confirm
that the current does not exceed 300mA by
ammeter.

~n

DC clip-on

For a commercially available general disks, the

desirable current is 2S0mA, Max.

@ Inferior head:
Replace the head carriage Ass'y according to item 4-5-1.

iv) Remove the work disk and apply a drop of locking paint around the
rotating area of the head pad.

Be careful not to smear the groove

for common screwdriver with the locking paint.

(L) possible causes for the insufficient head touch in a double sided FDD:

Following causes are assumed for the insufficient result in items (h)
through (j) on a double sided FDD.

i) Inferior disk:
Disk and/or jacket is deformed or damaged.
with a new one.
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Replace the work disk

Head pad

ead carriage

o

a

Groove for common ( /
screwdriver
Locking paint

(Fig.425) Adjustment of head pad position (single sideq FDD)

ii) Inferior head flexture:
Because of the failed performance of the arm lifter in item 4-4-4
(model with head load solenoid) or the failed performance of the

CSS Ass'y in item 4-4-5 (CSS model without head load solenoid),
the flexture on which the head piece is located may be deformed.
Remove the disk.

Then open and close the front lever slowly to

observe the gap between the side I and side 0 heads from the front
bezel.

If the two head surfaces are not-in parallel each other,

it is considered tp be the deformation.
Replace the head carriage

Ass~y

according to item 4-5-1.

iii) Inferior pressure of the jacket pads:
Refer to item (k) -iii) -

<D '\, a>

and "Caution".
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(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA according to item 4-2-4 and set the FD PWR switch to
the PSA side.

(b) Start the spindle motor by key "5". (MaN indicator turns on).
Install a work disk and execute drive select by key "a". (DSO
indicator turns on).

(c) Key in nCO" and confinn that the TRACK indicator becomes "00".
(RECALIBRATE)

(d) Key in "Cl" (SEEK TMAX)

(e) Key in "03". (WRITE/READ LEVEL PRE 2F)

(f) Write 2F and read operations are repeated.
The DATA indicator I I I I I (mV) indicates the average read level
of TP7 and TP8 (Pre-amp.) after each cycle of operation (one rotation
of write and one rotation of read) is finished.
(g) Observe the DATA indicator I I I I I (mV) with a slight depression
(very slight depression easy to release: 10

~

20g) by a finger on

the top of the upper head (double sided) or of the pad ann (single
sided) .

(h) Confirm that the read level measured in item (f) is more than 80\ of
that in item (g).

(i) Far a double sided FDD, depress "F" key to stop and then depress
"4" key to execute items (e)

respectively.

"4" key.

through (h) for side 0 and side 1 heads

The side is changed alternately by a depression of

If side 1 is selected, SIDE 1 indicator of the SKA turns,

on.
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(j) Key in "CO" (RECALIBRATE) and execute items (e) through (i)

in the

similar way_

(k) Head touch

adjustm~nt

for a single sided FOD:

Refer to item (k) of "General method".
+12V current consumption in item (k)-iii), "Caution" should be as
follows.

i) Stop all the commands already input by depressing "F" key.
ii) Key in "OF".

(+12V CURRENT)

iii) Measure the +12V current consumption at that time by the DATA
indicator I I I I

J

(rnA).

iv) Key in "F" after the measurement completes. (STOP)

(L) Possible causes for the inferior head touch in a double sided POD:
Refer to item (L) of "General method".
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4-4-10. Check and Adjustment of Asymmetry

(A) Equipment

(1) Work disk
(2) SKA or user's system
(3) Oscilloscope

(B)

Check and adjustment procedure

(1) General method

(a) Connect an oscilloscope to TPS (Read data) on the PCBA MFD control
or to the READ DATA interface line.
Oscilloscope range

FD-5SA"V F:

DC

mode, 2V,lJ.,Jsec

FD-55G

DC mode, 2V, 0.5J.,Jsec

(b) Start the spindle motor and install a work disk.

(c) Set the head to the innermost track.

(d) Execute head loading.

(e) Execute IF write operation (125KHz of WRITE DATA frequency for
FD-55A

~

F, 250KHz for FD-55G).

(f) Measure the asymmetry referring to Fig.426.

Note: Oscilloscope should be so set that three read data pulses can be
observed.

Asymmetry width should be measured at the second read

data pUlse from the trigger pulse.

(g) Confirm that the asymmetry is within the following range.
Innermost track IF asymmetry

FD-55A"V F:

0.6~sec,

FD-55G

O. 3J.,Jsec, "Max.
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Max.

1

2

3

TP5(Read data)
READ DATA
As
.-.------1---1F interval
Trigger
(Fig.426) Measurement of asymmetry

(h) For a double sided FDD, execute items (e) through (g) for side 0
and side 1 heads respectively.

(i) If the value in item (g) or (h) is out of the specified range, ad~ust
according to the following procedure.
The adjustment can be done only for the PCBA versions or the PCBA
revision numbers with the variable resistor R5 on the PCBA MFD control.
No adjustment can be done without RS.

i) Adjust the variable resistor RS so that the asymmetry takes the
minimum value while repeating IF write and IF read operations
alternately.

ii) For a double sided FDD, repeat the operation in item i) for
side 0 and side 1 heads alternately.

The variable resistor shall

be so adjusted that both asymmetry for side I and side 0 heads
take the minimum value.

(j) If the values in items (g) and (h) are out of the specified range
in the PCBA without the variable resistor RS, or if the adjustment
in item (i) cannot be done sUfficiently even if RS is mounted,
following causes are assumed.

i) Leakage flux density in the environmental condition of the FDD
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is high:
If there is some flux source near the FDD such as magnet,
transformer, motor, Brown tube, magnetized iron plate, etc., take
it apart from the FDD.

Then measure the asymmetry and adjust again.

ii) Inferior disk:
Replace the work disk.
iii) Inferior head:
Replace the head carriage Ass'y according to item 4-5-1.
iv) Inferior PCBA MFD control:
Replace the PCBA according to item 4-5-8.
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(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA according to item 4-2-4 and set the FO PWR switch to
the PSA side.

(b) Key in "BIF".

(IF DUTY)

(c) Connect an oscilloscope to the DOUT terminal of the SKA.
Oscilloscope range

F: DC mode, 2V,

0.2~sec

FD-55GDC mode, 2V,

O.l~sec

FO-55A

~

(d) Start the spindle motor by key "5".

(MON indicator turns onj.

(e) Install a work disk.

(f) Execute drive select by key "0".

(050 indicator turns on).

(g) Key in "CO" and confirm that the TRACK indicator becomes "00".
(RECALIBRATE)

(h) Key in "CII!.

(i)

Key in "D4"

~

(SEEK TMAX)

(WRITE/READ LEVEL PRE IF)

(j) Measure the asymmetry as in Fig.427.

SKA DOUT

J
l~s,ap

rox.

(Fig.427) Measurement of asymmetry (SKA)
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(k) Confirm that the asymmetry is within the following range.
Innermost track IF asymmetry

FO-SSA

~

FO-SSG

F: O.6usec, Max.
O.3usec, Max.

(L) For a double sided FOO, depress "4" key and execute items (i) through
(k) for side 0 and side 1 heads respectively.
alternately by a depression of "4" key.

The side is changed

If side 1 is selected, SlOE 1

indicator of the SKA turns on.

(m) If the value in item (k) or {L} is out of the specified range, adjust
according to the following procedure.

The adjustment can be done

only for the PCBA versions or the PCBA revision numbers with the
variable resistor RS on the PCBA MFD control.

No adjustment can be

done without RS.

i) Adjust the variable resistor RS so that the asymmetry takes the
minimum value by keying in "04".
ii) For a double sided FDD, execute the operation in item i) for both
sides alternately by chainging the side by key "4".

The variable

resistor shall be so adjusted that both asymmetry for side land
side 0 heads take the minimum value.

(n) If the values in items (K) and (L) are out of the specified range in
the PCBA without the variable resistor RS, or if the adjustment in
item (m) cannot be done sufficiently even if RS is mounted, refer"
to item (j) of "General method".
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4-4-11. Check of Read Level

(A) Equipment

(1) Level disk
(2) SKA or user's system
(3) Oscilloscope (not required when the SKA is used)

(B) Check procedure

(1) General method

(a) Use two channels of an oscilloscope and connect them to TP9 and TPIO
(Differentiation amp.) on the PCBA MFD control.
Oscilloscope range

48tpi: AC mode, O.5V
96tpi: AC mode, O.2V

Set both channels, land 2 to the above range.

Set either of the

channels to Invert mode and ADD both channels.

(b) Start the spindle motor and install a level disk.

(c) Make the head move to the innermost track.

(d) Execute head loading.

(e) Execute 2F write operation for one rotation of the disk (250KHz of
WRITE DATA frequency for DO-55A

~

F, 500KHz for FO-55G) .

(f) Measure the average amplitude (Vp-p) of the read waveform as in
Fig.428.

(g) Calculate the read level by substituting the following expression
with the' 'Measured value'ln item

(f)

value (see level disk label).
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and READ LEVEL c::aTIoration

Read level (true value)

Measured value x

100
Calibration value

TP9,TPlO(ADO

Vp-p

(Fig.428) Measurement of average read level (2F)

(h) Confirm that the true value of the read level is within the following
range.
Innermost track read level

48tpi: 1.4Vp-p, Min.
96tpi: O.6Vp-p, Min.

(i) For a double sided FOO, execute items (e) through (h) for side 0
and side 1 heads respectively.

(j) If the value in item (h) or (i)

is out of the specified range,

following causes are assumed.

i) Inferior disk:
Disk and/or jacket is deformed or damaged.

Replac~

the level disk

with a new one.
ii) Abnormal disk rotational speed:
Check and adjust according to item 4-4-7.
iii) Inferior head touch:
Check and adjust according to item 4-4-9.
iv) Inferior head:
Replace the head carriage Ass'y according to item

4~5-l.

v) Inferior PCBA MFO control:
Replace the PCBA MFD control according to item 4-5-7.
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(k) Eject the level disk and release the Invert and ADD modes of the
oscilloscope.
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(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA referring to item 4-2-4 and set the FD PWR switch
to the PSA side.

(b) Start the spindle motor by key "5".

(MON indicator turns on).

(c) Install a level disk.

(d) Execute drive select by key "0".

(050 indicator turns on).

(e) Key in "CO" and confirm that the TRACK indication becomes "00".
(RECALIBRATE)

(f) Key in "CI".

(SEEK TMAX)

(g) Key in "b7".

(WRITE/READ LEVEL DIF 2F)

Calibration value of the level disk should be set previously in the
SKA.

(h) Confirm that the DATA indicator

~~~

(mVo-p) indicates the value

within the following range.
Innermost track read level

48tpi: 700mVo-p, Min.
96tpi, 300mVo-p, Min.

(i) . For a double sided FDD, depress key "4" .and execute items (g) and (h)
for side 0 and side 1 heads respectively.
alternately by a depression of "4" key.

The side is changed
If side 1 is selected,

SIDE I indicator of the SKA turns on.

(j) If the value in item (h) or (i) is out of the specified range, refer

to item (j) of "General method".

(k) Eject the level disk.
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4-4-12. Check of Resolution

(A) Equipment

(1)

Level disk

(2) SKA or user's system
(3) Oscilloscope (not required when the SKA is used)

(B)

Check procedure

(1) General method

(a) Use two channels of an oscilloscope and connect them to TP7 and TP8
(Pre-amp.) on the PCBA MFD control.
Oscilloscope range

Set both

channels~

sOmv

~

O.lV

9,6tpi: AC mode, 20mV

~

50mV

48tpi: AC mode,

land 2 to the above range. Set either of the

channels to Invert mode and ADD both channels.

(b) Start the spindle motor and install a level disk.

(c) Make the head move to the innermost track.

(d) Execute head loading.

(e) Execute IF write operation for one rotation of the disk (l2?"KHz of
WRITE DATA frequency for FD-5SA

~

F, 250KHz for FD-55G) .

(f) Measure the average amplitude (VlF) as in Fig.429.

(g) Execute 2F write operation as in item (e)

(double in frequency to

that in item (e».

(h) Measure the average amplitude (V2F) as in
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Fig.~29.

TP7,TP8(ADD}

\LJV2F

IF

IF

2F

(Fig.429) Measurement of resolution

(i) Calculate the resolution by substituting the following expression
with the measured values VIF, V2F, and RESOLUTION calibration value
(see level disk label).

Resolution (true value)

V2F/VIF x IOO/calibration value (%)

(j) Confirm that the true value is within the following range.
Innermost track resolution: 55%, Min.

(k) For a double sided FDD, execute items (e) through (j) for side 0
and side 1 heads respectively.

(L) If the value in item (j) or (k) is out of the specified range,

following causes are assumed.

i) Inferior disk:
Disk and/or jacket is deformed or damaged.

Replace the level

disk with a new one.

ii} Inferior disk rotational speed:
·Check and adjust according to item 4-4-7.

iii) Inferior head touch:
Check and adjust according to item 4-4-9.
iv) Inferior head: Replace the head carriage Ass'y according to· item
4-5-1.

v) Inferior PCBA MFD control:
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Replace the PCBA MFD control according to item 4-5-7.

(m) Eject the level disk and release the Invert and Add modes of the
oscilloscope.
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(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA referring to item 4-2-4

and set the FD PWR switch

to the PSA side.

(b) Start the spindle motor by key 115".

(MON

indicator turns on).

(c) Install a level disk.

(d) Execute drive select by key "0".

(e) Key in "CO" and confirm that the

(DSO indicator turns on).

TRACK

indication becomes

."00".

( RECALIBRATE)

(f)

Key in "Cl".

(g) Key in "08 11

(SEEK TMAX)

(RESOLUTION)

The calibration value of the level disk should be set previously in
the SKA.

(h) Confirm that the DATA indicator

j%} indicates the value

within the following range.
Innermost track resolution: 55%, Min.

(i) For a double sided FOO, depress key "4" and execute items (g) and (h)
for side

0

head and side 1 head respectively.

alternately by a depression of "4" key.

The side is changed

If side 1 is selected,

SIDE 1 indicator of the SKA turns on.

(j) If the value in item (h) or (k) is out of the specified range,. refer

to item (L) of "General method".

(k) Eject the level disk.
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4-4-13. 'ICheck and Adjustment of Track Alignment

(A) Equipment

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3

(2) Alignment disk
(3) Alignment adjustment jig or M3 screw of lSmm long
(4) SKA or user's system
(5) Oscilloscope
(6) Hygrometer.
(7) Locking paint

(B)

Check and adjustment procedure

Note: Check and adjustment of track alignment should be done in an
environment of general room temperature and humidity.
environmental condition is within the specified

Even if the

opera~ional

condition,

extreemly high or low temperature, or extreemly high or low humidity
should be avoided.

Check and adjustment should be done after two

hours, Min. of storing in the above mentioned condition.
It is recommended that the orientation of the FDD for the track
alignment check is the same as when the FDD is actually installed
in the user's system.

(1) General method

(a) Use two channels of an oscilloscope and connect them to TP9 and TPlO
(Differentiation amp.) on the PCBA MFD control.

Also connect

the external trigger of the oscilloscope to TP4 (Index) and apply
positive trigger.
oscilloscope range

48tpi: AC mode, 0.5V, 20rnsec
96tpi: AC mode, 0.2V, 20msec

Set both channels, 1 anQ"'2 tt> the above range. Set either of the
channels to Invert mode and Add both channels.
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(b) Start the spindle motor and install an alignment disk.

(c) Execute head loading.

(d) Set the head to the following alignment check track.
48tpi: track 16
96tpi: track 32

(e) Confirm that two lobe patterns as in Fig.430 can be observed (it is
not necessary that the levels of VA and VB are equal) .
If only one lobe pattern can be observed or if two lobes become one
pattern, the head is not on the alignment check track.
In such event, execute step-out or step-in as mentioned below to
obtain the most similar waveform to that in Fig.430.
48tpi: 2 tracks
96tpi: 4 tracks

Note: The above

n~~ber

of tracks to be stepped is required to make the

alignment track position be fit with the magnetized condition of
the basic magnetized phase "A" of the stepping motor.

If the

stepped track numbers are inassured, set it again from track 00
(TRACK 00 output signal becomes TRUE) .
For a 48tpi FOO, the lobe pattern as in Fig.430 should be observed
at the track of even number.

For a 96tpi FOO, the lobe pattern

should be observed at the track of multiple number of four (4).

(f) After one or several step-outs from the check track, step in the
head to the check track again and measure VA and VB at that time.

(g) Calculate .the true value of misalignment by substituting the value
in item (f) and ALIGNMENT calibration value (see
attention to the side).
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alig~ment

disk label,

48tpi

96tpi

(Fig.430) Alignment check lobe pattern

Misalignment (true value) =

VA-VB
VA & VB xlOO
Larger value in

-Calibration value)-{Relative humidity-50) x K

K is humidity compensation factor.
48tpi: K=0.26
96tpi: K=0.42

e.g. VA=0.58V, VB=0.61V, Calibration value=-6(%),
Relative humidity=65%, 96tpi:

Misalignment (true value) ={ 0.58 - 0.61
0.61

x

x 100-(-6)} -

(65-50)

0.42~-5.2(%)

If the calculated value is positive, the magnetic head is shifted
inward from the reference position, while the head is shifted outward
from the reference position when the value is negative.

(h) Conversely, measure VA and VB when the head is on the alignment check
track by stepping-out after one or several step-ins.

(i) Calculate the true value of misalignment as described in item (g).
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(j) Confirm that both of the calculated values in items (g) and (i) are
within the following range.
True value of misalignment:

30%, Max.

(k) For a double sided FDD, execute items (d) through (j) for side

a

and side 1 heads respectively.

(L) If the value in item (j) or (k) is out of the specified range, adjust

the track alignment according to the following procedure:

i) Loosen two fixing screws of the stepping motor a little.
ii) Insert the alignment adjustment jig or M3 screw from the back
side of the FDD as shown in Fig.431.
iii) Repeat step-in and step-out operations and adjust the misalignment
to be the smallest on the alignment check track during both
step-in and step-out operations by turning the jig or the screw
(stepping motor moves little by little) .

Note: When you adjust the alignment by observing the lobe pattern
using the oscilloscope, pay attention to the calibration value
on the alignment disk label and the ambient relative humidity.

CD Calibration value + (Relative humidity - 50) x K ~ 0:
When the left side lobe pattern level, VA is assumed as "I",
lobe pattern ratio should be so adjusted that the right side
lobe pattern level

VB = 1 -

VB

takes the following value:

Calibration value + (Relative humidity - 50) x K
100

Q) Calibration value + (Relative humidity - 50) x

K

< 0:

When the right side lobe pattern level, VB is assumed as "1
lobe pattern ratio should be so adjusted that the left'side
lobe pattern level VA takes the following value.
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11
,

VA

=1

_ Calibration value + (Relative humidity -50) x K
100

e.g. Calibration value = -6%, Relative humidity

35%, 96tpi:

-6+(35-50)xO.42=-12.3 < 0
VA

= 1-

-6+(35-50)xO.42
100

0.88

Therefore, the target value of VA when VB is assumed as "l"
is 0.88.

iv) For a double sided FDD, repeat the adjusting operation in item
iii) alternately for side

a

and side 1 heads until the both

misalignment take the smallest value.
v) Tighten the two fixing screws of the stepping motor little by little
for adjusting the true value of misalignment after tightening
the screws with the

sp~cified

torque to be within

±20%.

vi) Remove the alignment disk.
vii) Apply a drop of locking paint to the head of the stepping motor
fixing screws.
viii} Check and adjust the track 00 sensor according to item 4-4-14.
ix) Check and adjust the track 00 stopper according to item 4-4-15.

(m) Release the Invert and Add modes of the oscilloscope.
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Stepping motor

Alignment adjustment jig

(Fig.431) Adjustment track alignment

-
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(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA referring to item 4-2-4 and set the FD PWR switch
to the PSA side.

(b) Use two channels of an oscilloscope.

Connect the 1st channel to the

DOUT terminal of the SKA and the 2nd channel to the DIF terminal of
the SKA.

Apply positive trigger by DOUT terminal.

Oscilloscope range
The 1st channel: DC mode, 2V, 20msec
The 2nd channel

48tpi: AC mode, IV, 20msec
96tpi: AC mode, O.SV, 20msec

(c) Key in IIB9F"

(INDEX observation)

(d) Start the spindle motor by key "5".

(MON indicator turns on) •

(e) Install an alignment disk.

(f) Execute drive select by key "0".

(DSO indicator turns on).

(g) Key in "CO" and confirm that the TRACK indicator becomes "00".
(RECALlBRATE)

(h) Set the head to the alignment check track.
48tpi: Key in "C2 16" and confirm that the TRACK indication becomes
"16

11

•

96tpi: Key in IIC2 32" and confirm that the TRACK indication becomes
"32".

(i) Confirm that two lobe patterns as in Fig.430 can be observed by the
oscilloscope (it is not necessary that the levels of VA and VB are
equal) .
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If only one lobe pattern can be observed or if two lobes become one
pattern, the head is not on the alignment check track.
In such event, execute step-in or step-out as follows to obtain the
most similar waveform to that in Fig.430.

Step operation can be

done by key "S" (STEP-IN) and key "9" (STEP-OUT).

By a depression

of these keys, head will move for one track space.
4Stpi: 2 tracks
96tpi: 4 tracks

Note: The above numbe·r of tracks to be stepped is required to make the
alignment track position be fit with the magnetized condition of
the basic magnetized phase "A" of the stepping motor.
For a 4Stpi FOO, the lobe pattern as in Fig.430 should be observed
at the track of even number.

For a 96tpi FDD, the lobe pattern

should be observed at the track of multiple number of four (4).

(j)

For a '96tpi, confirm that the H GAIN indicator of the. SKA turns on
in order to improve the measurement accuracy and switching of
humidity coefficient.

If it is off, turn it on by depressing "DO"

key.

(k) Key in "E3" (ALIGNMENT)

Calibration value of the alignment disk and environmental relative
humidity should be set previously in the SKA.

(L) Confirm all the indications on the DATA

(%) indicator are

within ±30%.
The initial digit of the DATA indicator is the symbol.

~

(+) mark

indicates that the head is shifted inward from the reference position,
while - mark indicates that the head is shifted outward.

(m) For a double sided FOO, execute the same check for side I head
according to the following procedure.
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i) Key in "0" following the operation of item (L)

(during execution

of £3 command) and confirm that SIDE 1 indicator of the SKA turns
on.
ii) Confirm as in item (L).
Note: In order to change the head to side 0, key in

"a ..

again.

(SIDE 1 indicator turns off).

(n) Depress "F" key

(STOP).

(0) If the value in items (L) or (m) is out of the specified range, adjust

the track alignment according to the following procedure.

i) Loosen the two fixing screws of the stepping motor a little.
ii) Insert the alignment adjustment jig or M3 screw from the back
side of .the FDD as shown in Fig.431.
iii) Key in "E3" and adjust the jig or M3 screw so "that the DATA
indicator I I I I I (%) shows the smallest value.

Th~

stepping motor

moves little by little when the jig or the screw is turned.
iv) For a double sided FDD, repeat the adjusting operation in item iii)
alternately for side

a

and side 1 heads until the both misalignment

take the smallest value.
v) Tighten the two fixing screws of the stepping motor little by
little to obtain the value within ±20% on the DATA indicator when
the screws are tightened with the specified torque.
vi) Remove the alignment disk.
vii) Apply a drop of locking paint to the screw head of the stepping
motor fixing screws.
viii) Check and adjust the track 00 sensor according to item 4-4-14.
ix) Check and adjust the track 00 stopper according to item 4-4-15.

(p) Release the Invert and Add modes of the oscilloscope.
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4-4-14. Check and Adjustment of Track 00 Sensor

(A) Equipment

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) Work disk
(3) Alignment disk
(4) SKA or user's system
(5) Oscilloscope (or digital volt meter)
(6) Locking paint

(B) Check and adjustment procedure

(1) General method

(a) Connect a digital volt meter or an oscilloscope to TP! (Track 00
sensor) on the PCBA MFO control.
Oscilloscope range: DC mode, IV

(b) Start the spindle motor and install a work disk.

(c) Execute head loading

(d) Confirm that the voltage at TP! is within the following range when
the head is set to track 00.
Track 00 position TP! voltage: 3V, Min.

(e) Turn the power off of the FOD and then turn it on again.

Confirm

that the stop position of the head carriage did not change at power
off and on.

This item aims to confirm that the track 00 position

matches the basic magnetized phase A of the stepping motor.

(f) Hake the head move to the following track.
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48tpi: 02 track
96tpi: 04

&..

l.L

1.

a'.a\.

(g) Confirm that the voltage at TPI is within the following range at
the track position in item (f).
TPI voltage at track 02 (48tpi) or track 04 (96tpi): 0.5V, Max.

(h) If the value in item (d), (e), or (g) is out of the specified range,
adjust the position of the track 00 sensor according to the following
procedure.

i) Loosen the fixing screw of the track 00 stopper (see Fig.434) and
shift the stopper in the step-out direction (make apart from the
rear side of the head carriage) •
ii) Connect the oscilloscope to TP9 or TPIO (Differentiation amp.)
of the PCBA MFD control.
Oscilloscope range: AC mode, O.2V, 20msec
iii) Install an alignment disk.

The track alignment should be adjusted

correctly according to item 4-4-13.
iv) Make the head move to the position where the lobe pattern as in
Fig.430 can be observed.
v) Remove the alignment disk.
vi) Connect the digital volt.Ttleter or the oscilloscope to TPI (Track 00

sensor) on the PCBA MFD control.
Oscilloscope range:

DC

mode, IV

vii) Step out the head for the following track space from the position
where the normal lobe pattern is observed.
48tpi: 15 tracks (head will be on track 01)
96tpi: 30 tracks (head will be on track 02)
viii} Install a work disk.
ix) Loosen the fixing screws of the track 00 sensor (see Fig.432)
and move the sensor a little so that the voltage at TPl falls
within the following range.
TPl voltage at track 01 (48tpi), track 02 (96tpi):
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0.5

~

3V (0.8

~

1.2V, approx. center)

x) Confirm the items (d) through (g).
xi) Adjust the track 00 sensor position so that the values in items
(ix) and (x) satisfy the specification when the screw has been
tightened with the specified torque.
xii) Apply a drop of locking paint on the fixing screw head.

xiii) Adjust the track 00 stopper according to item 4-4-15.

carriage Ass'y

(Fig.432) Adjustment of track 00 sensor
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(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA referring to item 4-2-4 and set the FD PWR switch
to the PSA side.

(b) Use two channels of oscilloscope and connect them as follows.

i) The 1st channel: SKA DOUT terminal
DC mode, 5V, 5

~

10msec

ii) The 2nd channel: PCBA MFD control TPI (Track 00 sensor), IV range
iii) External trigger: DIRECTION SELECT interface signal (Interface
connector pin No.18) or Pin 3 of J3 (resistor
network RAI for terminator) on the PCBA MFD
control.
(+) trigger.

(e) Key in "B8

~" •
L:

(STEP observation)

(d) Start the spindle motor by key "5".

(OON indicator turns on).

(e) Install a work disk.

(f) Execute drive select by key "0".

(DSO indicator turns on) .

(g) Set the step rate and the settling time as follows referring to item
4-2-4-3.
48tpi: Step rate 6msec, Settling time l5msec
96tpi: step rate 3rnsec, Settling time l5msec

(h) Key in "CO" and confirm that the TRACK indicator becomes 1100".

(i) Key in

(j)

~easure

"es".

(TOO TIMING, SEEK ±5)

the timing of points A and B and the voltages VL and VB
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referring to Fig.433.

The values should be with the following

range.
TPl clip timing, A: tA in Fig.433.
TPl clip timing, B: tB in Fig.433.
TPl voltage, VL:

O.sv,

Max.

TPl voltage, VH: 3V, Min.

01 RECf10N SELEcr
(External trigger)

Step-out

J
1

1
2

345

1

S_t_e...p_-_i_n
2

3

4

_
5

SKA OOUT

A

B

VL

TPI
(Track 00 sensor)

48tpi FDD

tA

tB

3ms

3ms

Track 00 detection

1

2

345

1

2

345

SKA OOUT

TPl
VH

(Track 00 sensor)

96tpi FDD

Track 00 detection

Note: VL and VH shall be smooth without undulations

(Fig.433) Track 00 sensor output waveform

(k)

Key

in "F".

(STOP)
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(L) Turn the FD PWR switch of the SKA off at the track 00 position and
then set it again to the PSA side.

Confirm that the stop position

of the head carriage did not change at power off and on.

(m) If the value in item (j) or (L) is out of the specified range, adjust
the position of the track 00 sensor according to the following
procedure.

i) Loosen the fixing screw of the track 00 stopper (see Fig.434) and
shift the stopper in the step-out direction (make apart from the
rear side of the head carriage).
ii) Connect the 2nd channel of the oscilloscope to TP9 or TPlO
(Differentiation amp.) of the PCBA MFD control and change the
trigger to this channel.
Oscilloscope range:

AC

mode, 0.2V, 20rnsec

iii) Install an alignment disk.

The track alignment should be correctly

adjusted according to item 4-4-13.
iv) Key in "CO" and confinn that the track indicator becomes "00".
(RECALIBRA'I'E) •

v) Key in the following code and confinn that two lobe patterns as in
Fig.430 can be observed.
4Stpi: C2 16
96tpi: C2 32

If normal lobe pattern cannot be observed, move the head to the
track position where the typical lobe pattern can be observed by
stepping in by key "S" or by stepping out by key "9".
vi} Remove the alignment disk.
vii) Key in the following code. "(SET TRACK

NUMBER)

4Stpi: E4 16
96tpi: E4 32
viii} Key in "C2 00"

(SEEK 00)

Don't key in "CO" (RECALIBRATE).
ix) Change the connection of the oscilloscope as in item (b).
x) Key in "CS".

(TOO TIMING SEEK ±5)
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xi) Loosen the fixing screw of the track 00 sensor (see Fig.432) and
adjust the sensor position where the requirements in item (j) are
all satisfied.
xii) Repeat the adjustment so that the values in item (j) fall within
the specified range when the fixing screw has been tightened with
the specified torque.
xiii) Apply a drop of locking paint to the fixing screw head.
xiv) Adjust the track 00 stopper according to item 4-4-15.
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4-4-15. Check and Adjustment of Track 00 stopper

(A) Equipment

(1) Cross point

scr~wdriver,

M3

(2) SKA or user's system
(3) Locking paint

(B)

Check and adjustment procedure

(1) General method

(a) Set the head to track 00.

(b) Step out the head from the track 00 position.

(c) Confirm that the head carriage does not move by the step-out command
(head carriage rests on track 00) .

(d) Confirm that the gap between the head carriage and the extreme end
of the track 00 stopper is 0.1

~

0.4mm. (See Fig.434).

(e) Repeat step=in wid step=out operations between track 00 and track 05.

Confirm that no impact sound can be heard between the head carriage
and the track 00 stopper.

(f) Turn off the FDD power and depress the head carriage lightly against
the track 00 stepper with fingers. (See Fig.434).

(g) Confirm that the head carriage automatically returns to the initial
position (track 00) when the power is turned on again.

(h) If any one

of

the items Cd), Ce), and (g) is not satisfied, adjust

the track 00 stopper position according to the following procedure.
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i) Set the head to track 00.

ii) Loosen the fixing screw of the track 00 stopper. (See Fig.434) .
iii) Adjust the stopper position so that the gap between the stopper
and the head carriage becomes 0.25mm, approx.

And then tighten

the screw with the specified torque.
iv) Execute items (a) through (g).
v) Apply a drop of locking paint on the fixing screw head.

Head carriage Ass'y

Track 00 stopper

fixing
screw

Gap
O.25±O.15rnm

(Fig.434) Adjustment of track 00 stopper
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(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA referring to item 4-2-4 and set the FO PWR switch to
the PSA side.

(b) Execute drive select by key "0".

(OSO indicator turns on).

(c) Key in "CO" and confirm that the TRACK indicator becomes "00".
(RECALIBRATE) •

(d) Set the step rate and the settling time as follows referring to item
4-2-4-3.
48tpi: Step rate 6msec, Settling time lSmsec
96tpi: Step rate 3msec, Settling time lSmsec

(e) Key in "9".

(STEP OUT)

(f) Confirm that the head carriage does not move even if "9" is keyed in
(head carriage rests on track 00).

(g) Confirm that the gap between the head carriage and the extreme end
of the track 00 stopper is 0.1

(h) Key in "Ca" and key in "CS".

~

O.4mm. (See Fig.434) .

(STEP TIMING, SEEK ±S)

(i) Confirm that no impact sound can be heard between the head carriage

and the track 00 stopper.

(j) Turn off the FO PWR switch of the SKA and depress the head carriage

lightly against the track 00 stopper.

(See Fig.434).

(k) Confirm that the head carriage automatically returns to the initial
pdsition(trackOO) when the FD PWR switch is set to the PSA side again.
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(L) If anyone of the items (g),
the track 00

(i), and (k) is not satisfied, adjust

stopper position according to the following procedure.

i) Key in "CO" and confirm that the TRACK indicator becomes "00"
( RECALIBRATE)

ii) Loosen the fixing screw of the track 00 stopper.

(See Fig.434) .

iii) Adjust the stopper position so that the gap between the stopper
and the head carriage becomes O.25mm, approx.
And then tighten the screw with the specified torque.
iv) Execute items (a)

~

(k).

v) Apply a drop of locking paint on the fixing screw head.
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4-4-16. Check and Adjustment of Index Burst Timing

(A) Equipment

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) Alignment disk
(3) SKA or user's system
(4) Oscilloscope (not required when the SKA is used)
(5) Locking paint

(B) Check and adjustment procedure

(1) General method

(a) Use two channels of the oscilloscope.

Connect the 1st channel to TP4

(Index) on the PCBA MFD control and the 2nd channel to TP7 or TP8
(Pre-amp;);

Apply positive trigger by TP4.

Oscilloscope range
The 1st channel: DC mode, 2V,
The 2nd channel

50~sec

48tpi: AC mode, IV,

50~sec

96tpi: AC mode, O.5V,

50~sec

(b) Start the spindle motor and install an alignment disk.

(c) Execute head loading.

(d) Set the head to the following track.
48tpi: Track 01
96tpi: Track 02

(e) Measure "t" in Fig. 435.

(f) Substitute the following equation with the measured value in item
(e) and INDEX TIMING calibration value (see alignment disk-label).
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TP4 (Index)

J

TP7 or TP8

t

Index burst delay

(Fig.435) Index burst timing

Index burst timing (true value)=Measuredvalue - Calibration

(g) Confirm that the true value of the index burst timing is

value(~s)

wiL~in

the

following range.
FD-55A
FO-SSG

~

F:

200±200~sec

l6S±165~sec

(h) If the value in item (g) is out of the specified range, adjust the
index sensor Ass·y position according to the following procedure.

i) Loosen the fixing screws (see Fig.436) of the PCBA front OPT and
adjust its position to make the true value of the index burst
timing fall in the specified range in item (g).
ii) Repeat the adjustment so that the true value of the index burst
timing falls in the range of item (g) when the fixing screw has
been tightened with the specified torque.
iii) Apply a drop of locking paint on the fixing screw head.

(i) Remove the alignment disk.
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fixing SCre\-IS

direction of
sensor
OPT

Index sensor

(Fig.436) Adjustment of index sensor
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(2) SKA method

(a) Connect the SKA referring to item 4-2-4 and set the FD PWR switch
to the PSA side.

(b) start the spindle motor by key "5".

(MON indicator turns on).

(c) Install an alignment disk.

(d) Execute drive select by key "0".

(DSO indicator turns on).

(e) Key in "CO" and confirm that the TRACK indicator becomes "DO".
( RECALIBRATE)

(f) Set the head to the index check track.
48tpi: Key in "C2 01" and confirm that the 'IlRACK indication becomes
"01".
96tpi: Key in "C2 02" and confirm that the TRACK indication becomes
"02".

(g) Key in "EG".

(INDEX TIMING)

The calibration value of the index timing should be set previously
in the SKA.

(h)

Confirm that the DATA indicator

I I

(~s)

indicates the value within

the following range.
FD-SSA

~ F~

FD-5SG

(i)

Key in "F".

200±200~sec
16S±16S~sec

(STOP)

(j) If the value in item (h) is out of the specified range, adjust the
index sensor Ass'y position according to the following procedure.
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i) Loosen the fixing screws (see Fig.436) of the PCBA front OPT and
its position so that the DATA indication under execution shows
the median value in the specified range of item (h).
ii) Repeat the adjustment so that the DATA indication takes the median
value when the fixing screw has been tightened with the specified
torque.
iii} Depress "F" key.

(STOP) .

iv} Apply a drop of locking paint on the fixing screw head.

(k) Remove the alignment disk.
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4-5. MAINTENANCE PARTS REPLACEMENT

4-5-1. Replacement of Head Carriage Ass'y

(A) Tools

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) Common screwdriver, small size
(3) A pair of tweezers
(4) Alcohol and gauze
(S) Locking paint
(G) SKA or user's system
(7) Required equipment for each referring item

(8) Replacement procedure

(1) Disconnect the head connector (J9) and remove the head cable from the
cable clamper 8 (Fig.SOG, No.lS).

(2) Remove the plate (Fig.SOG, No.12) and shift lever (Fig.SOG, No.l4) on
the set arm by removing their fixing screws (Fig.SOG, Sll, S3).

(3) Remove the set arm (Fig.SOG, No.7) by removing the two fixing screws
(Fig.SOG, SG).

(4) Remove two screws (Fig.SOG, 53) fixing the head carriage Ass'y (Fig.SOG,
No.24: the figure shows a double sided FDD) and the steel belt (Fig.SOG,
No.28), and remove the steel belt and the belt spring (Fig. SaG, No.29)
from the carriage.

(5) Remove three screws (Fig.SOG, S3, S4) to remove the spring guides A and

B (Fig.SOG, Nos. 2S, 2G) which fix two guide shafts (Fig. 500, NO.24).

(G) Remove the head carriage Ass'y with the guide shafts.
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(See Fig.437).

(7) Install a new head carriage Ass'y and two guide shafts in the reverse
order of items (1) through (6).

Notes: 1. When replacing the head carriage Ass'y, replace the guide shafts
at the same time because of matching the hole diameter of the
carriage with that of the guide shaft.

Guide shafts are to be

designated in combination with the head carriage Ass'y.

(Refer

to i tern 4-1-3; (3».
Guide shaft which goes through the hole of the head carriage
smoothly with a little clearance is considered to be the best.
2. If there is dust or dirt on the surface of the steel belt, belt

spring, capstan, etc. clean them carefully with alcohol and
gauze.

(8) After finishing the installation of head carriage Ass'y, loosen the

screw (Fig.S06, 51) which fixes the steel belt to the capstan of the
stepping motor via the plate washer (Fig.S06, No.30).

(9) After moving the head carriage several times manually, tighten the

fixing screw of the steel belt in item (8) carefully with the specified
torque.

At this time, be careful that the belt is tensioned straightly.

Pay attention not to damage the surface of the belt or the capstan.

(10) Loosen the fixing screw (Fig.S06, 58) of the track 00 stopper (Fig.SOG,
No.4) to shift the stopper toward the rear side of the FDD.

(II) Adjust the set arm position according to item 4-4-1.

(12) Check and adjust the clamp arm position according to item 4-4-2.

(13) Check and adjust the front lever position according to item 4-4-3.

(14) Check and adjust the arm lifter according to item 4-4-4. (Only for
models with the head load solenoid).
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(15) Check and adjust the CSS Ass'y according to item 4-4-5.

(Only for the

double sided CSS models).

(16) Execute head cable treatment according to item 4-2-3.

(17) Make the head seek continuously between the track 00 and the innermost
track and confirm that the steel belt does not meander nor undulate.
When the SKA is used, key in "C6" for this check and key in "F" for
stop.
If there is some abnormal running of the steel belt, readjust the
belt with two screws in item (4) and one screw in item (8).

After

the adjustment tighten the screws carefully with the specified torque.

(18) Check and adjust the head touch according to item 4-4-9.

(19) Check and adjust the asymmetry according to item 4-4-10.

{Adjustment is

applied only for the models equipped with variable resistor, R5 on the

PCBA MFD control}.

(20) Adjust the track alignment according to item 4-4-13.

(21) Adjust the track 00 sensor position according to item 4-4-14.

(22) Adjust the track 00 stopper position according to item 4-4-15.

(23) Check and adjust the index burst timing according to item 4-4-16.

(24) Check for the read level according to item 474-11.

(25) Check for the resolution according to item 4-4-12.

(26) It is recommended to connect the FDD to the system for overall test.
(Refer to item 4-2-5,

(1».
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carriage
Ass'y
Stepping motor capstan

(Fig.437) Replacement of head carriage Ass'y
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4-S-2. Replacement of Stepping Motor Ass'y

(A) Tools

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) A pair of tweezers
(3) Alcohol and gauze
(4) Locking paint
(5) 5KA or user's system
(G) Required equipment for each referring item

(B) Replacement procedure

(1) Disconnect the stepping motor connector (JG).

(2) Remove the cable holder (Fig.SOG, No.32) to make the stepping motor
cable l::>.e free.

(3) Remove two screws (Fig.SOG, 53) fixing the head carriage Ass'y (Fig.SOG,
No.24) and the steel belt (Fig.SOG, No.28), and remove the steel belt
and the belt spring (Fig.SOG, No.29) from the carriage.

(4) Remove the two fixing screws (Fig.SOG, 57) of the stepping motor Ass'y
(Fig.SOG, No.2.7) and remove the stepping motor with the steel belt.

(S) Remove screw (Fig.SOG, 51) on the capstan of the stepping motor and
remove the steel belt and the plate washer (Fig.SOG, No.30).

(G) Fix a new steel belt temporarily to the capstan of a new stepping motor
with the plate washer and the screw in item (S) as they were.

Notes: 1. Fundamentally, the steel belt and the belt spring should be
replaced with the stepping motor.

However, if there is no

inferior points for these belt and spring, they may be used
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after cleaning the surface carefully with alcohol and gauze.

2_ Never remove the plate of

~hp
.."..- ... ---

~~pnninn mn~nr

- - - L i ..... ---::;

...... ~----

n~~lv

- - - ......

J

~in~p

- - - - ...... -

they

are combined each other.

(7) Install the stepping motor in item (6) according to the reverse order
of items (1) through (4).

(8) Loosen the screw which fixes the belt to the capstan.

(9) After moving ·the head carriage several times manually, tighten the
fixing screw of the steel belt in item (8) carefully with the specified
torque.

At this time, be carefull so that the belt is tensioned

straightly.

Pay attention not to damage the surface of the belt or

the capstan.

(10) Loosen the fixing screw (Fig.S06, 58) of the track 00 stopper (Fig.SOG,
No.4) to shift the stopper toward the rear side of the FDD.

(11) Make the head seek continuously between the track 00 and the innermost
track and confirm that the steel belt does not meander nor undulate.
When the 5KA is used, key in neG It for this check and key in "Fit for stop.
If there is some abnormal running of the steel belt, readjust the
belt with two screws in item (4) and one screw in

ite~

(8).

After

the adjustment tighten the screws carefully with the specified torque.

(12) If the steel belt is replaced, execute the continuous seek in ttem (11)
for five minutes, approx.

(13) Adjust the track alignment according to item 4-4-13.

(14) Adjust the track 00 sensor position according to item 4-4-14.

(15) J.\djustt:1'ie'·'l:rac'l<OO stopper position· accordtng . to "±tem 4;.0;4--15.
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4-5-3. Replacement of DO motor Ass'y (Spindle Motor)

(A) Tools

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) Conwon screwdriver, small size
(3) A pair of tweezers
(4) Locking paint
(5) SKA or user's system
(G) Required equipment for each referring item

(B) Replacement procedure

(1) Disconnect the spindle motor connector (J7).

(2) Remove three screws (Fig.SOG, 52, 510) fixing the PCBA DO motor servo.

(3) Rernovethree screws (Fig.SOG, 55) of spindle side fixing the DO motor
Ass'y and draw out the DO motor Ass'y from the rotor side (PCBA dide).

(4) Remove the spacer (Fig.SOG, No.G) from the PCBA DO motor servo.

(S) Install a new DO motor Ass'y in the reverse order.

Notes: 1. Be sure to attach the spacer (Fig.SOG, No.G) to the correct
position.

Spacer is made of insulation material and if it is

not inserted, the electric circuit will be damaged.
2. The spindle area of the DO motor (clamping cup of the disk) is
precisely machined.

For installing the motor to the frame,

place the spindle in pallarel to the frame and push into the
frame slowly.

Handle the spindle very

carefu~ly

not to damage

the spindle surface.
3. The, installation screw (Fig.SOG, SlO) of the spacer is made of
plastic.

Metallic screw will damage the electric circuit.
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Do not tighten the plastic screw with larger torque than in

specified in item 4-2-1.

(6) Arrange the DO motor cable be in space between the PCBA MFO control and
the frame.

(7) Adjust the set arm position according to item 4-4-1.

(8) Check and adjust the clamp arm position according to item 4-4-2.

(9) Check for the file protect sensor according to item 4-4-6.

(IO) Adjust the disk rotational speed according to item 4-4-7.

(11) Check and adjust the track alignment according to item 4-4-13w

(12) Check and adjust the index burst timing according to item 4-4-16.
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4-5-4. Replacement of Collet Ass'y

(A) Equipment

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) A pair of tweezers
(3) Round nose pLiers
(4) Locking paint
(S) Required equipment for each referring item

(B)

Replacement procedure

(1) Remove the plate (Fig.SOG, No.12) and the shift lever (Fig.SOG, No.14)
on the set arm by removing their fixing screws (Fig.SOG, Sll, S3).

(2) Remove the set arm (Fig.SOG, No.7) by removing the two fixing screws
(F ig .

(3)

S06, SG).

Remove the E-ring (Fig.SOG, SIS) which fixes the collet Ass'y (Fig.SOG,
No.10) to the set arm and remove the collet and the spring (Fig.SOG,
No.ll).

(4) Install a new collet Ass'y in the reverse order.
orientation of the spring.

Pay attention to the

The spring is conical.

The smaller

diameter side faces the collet side and the larger diameter side faces
the set arm side.

(S) Adjust the set arm position according to item 4-4-1.

(G) Check and adjust the clamp arm position according to item 4-4-2.

(7) Check and adjust the track alignment according to item 4-4-13.
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4-5-5. Replacement of Head Load Solenoid

This item applies only for the FOD with the head load solenoid.

(A) Tools

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3

(2) Hexagon wrench key, 1.5rnm
(3) A pair of tweezers
(4) Locking paint
(5) Required equipment to each referring item

(B) Replacement procedure

(l) Disconnect the head load solenoid and the track 00 connector (J4).

(2) Pullout two solenoid pins (terminal Nos. 1 and 2) from" the connector
housing referring to item 4-2-2, (4).

(3) Remove two fixing screws (Fig.SOG, 53) to remove the head load solenoid
Ass'y (Fig.SOG, No.23).

(4) Install a new head load solenoid Ass1y in the reverse order.

Note: Arrange the wiring connection of the head load solenoid so that the
white lead wire is connected to pin 1 and the red wire to pin 2.
(See Fig.439) .

(5) Position the head load solenoid ASS'y so that the rod of $2mrn be in
parallel with the set arm.

(See Fig.438).

And for a double sided FOD, the space between the head protector ASS'y
and the arm lifter shall be more than O.2rnm.
Then tighten the screws with the specified torque.
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Arm

lifter

<p2mm,rod

ead load solenoid Ass'y

protector Ass'y
double sided ,only)
Set arm

(Fig.438) Installation of the head load solenoid Ass'y

Yellow(pin 4)

Black(pin 6)

Solenoid. lead wire
Red (pin 2)

Polarizing key position
(pin 3)
Solenoid lead wire
White (pin 1)
(Fig.439) Color identification of connector J4 wiring

(6) Check and adjust the arm lifter according to item 4-4-4.
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4-S-6. Replacement of Track 00 Sensor Ass'y

(A) Tools

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) A pair of tweezers
(3) Locking paint
(4) SKA or user's system
(S) Required equipment for each referring item

(B) Replacement procedure

(1) Disconnect the head load solenoid and the Track 00 connector (J4).

(2) Pullout two solenoid pins (terminal Nos. 1 and 2) from the connector
housing referring to item 4-2-2, (4).

(3) Remove the fixing screw (Fig. SaG, 58) to remove the TOO sensor ASS'y
(Fig.SOG, No.22).

(4) Install a new TOO sensor Ass'y in the reverse order.

Note: Arrange the wiring connection of the head load solenoid so that the
white lead wire is connected to pin 1 and red wire to pin 2. (See
Fig.439).

(S) Loosen the fixing screw (Fig.SOG, 58) of the track 00 stopper (Fig.SOG,
No.4) to shift the stopper foward the rear side of the FDD.

(G) Adjust the track 00 sensor position according to item 4-4-13.

(7) Adjust the track 00 stopper position according to item 4-4-14.
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4-S-7. Replacement of PCBA MFD Control

(A) Tools

(I) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) Common screwdriver, small size
(3) SKA or user's system
(4) Required equipment for each referring item

(B) Replacement procedure

(l) Disconnect all of the connectors connected to the PCBA MFD control
(Fig.S06, No.34) referring to item 4-2-4.

(2) Remove the PCBA by removing the. three fixing screws (Pig.S06, 52).

(3) Install a new PCBA MFD control in the reverse order.

(4) Set the straps and terminator as they were on the old PCBA.

(S) Check for the file protect sensor according to item 4-4-6.

(6) Check for the erase gate delay according "to item 4-4-8.

(7) Check and adjust the asymmetry according to item 4-4-10.

(8) Check for the read level according to item 4-4-11.

(9) Check for the resolution according to item 4-4-12.

(IO) Check for the track 00 sensor according to item 4-4-14.

(11) Check for the index burst timing according to item 4-4-16.
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(12) It is recommended to connect the FDD to the system for overall test.
(Refer to item 4-2-5,

(1».
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4-5-8. Replacement of PCBA Front OPT

(A) Tools

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) SKA or user's system
(3) Required equipment for each referring item

(B) Replacement procedure

(1) Disconnect PCBA front OPT connector (JS).

(2) Remove the two fixing screws (Fig.S06, S20) to remove the PCBA.

(3) Install a new PCBA front OPT in the reverse order.

(4) Check for the file protect sensor according to item 4-4-6.

(S) Adjust the index burst timing according to item 4-4-16.

(6) Check for the performance of the front bezel indicator.
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4-5-9. Replacement of Head Pad (Single sided only)

This item applies only to the single sided FDD.

. (A) Tools

(1) A pair of tweezers
(2) Required equipment for each referring item

(B) Replacement procedure

(1) Lift up the pad arm manually and peel the pad carefully with a pair of
tweezers.

(See Fig.440).

(2) Apply a new pad to the initial position.

Be careful not to press the

pad surface strongly.

(3) Clean the magnetic head surface according to item 4-3-2.

(4) Adjust the head pad position according to item 4-4-9.

(5) Check for the read level according to item 4-4-11.

(6) Check for the resolution according to item 4-4-12.
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Pad arm
Pad

Head carriage Ass'y
(single sided)

(Fig.440) Replacement of head pad
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4-5-10. Replacement of Front Bezel

Ass~y

(A) Tools

(l) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) Hexagon wrench key, 1.5mrn
(3) Required equipment for each referring item

(B) Replacement procedure

(1) Turn the front lever to close position and remove a fixing set screw
(Fig. 506, 513).

(2) Turn the front lever to open position and remove another fixing set
screw.

Then draw out the front lever Ass'y (Fig.S06, No.3?).

(3) Remove the

fi~ing

screws (Fig.506, 57) of the front bezel Ass'y (Pig.S06,

No.36) and draw the front bezel out.

(4) Install a new front bezel

Ass~y

in the reverse order.

For the

installation of the front bezel, press the longitudinal sides of the
bezel against the frame and tighten the fixing screws with the
specified torque.

(5) Adjust the front lever position according to item 4-4-3.
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4-5-11. Replacement of Front Lever Ass'y

(A) Tools

(1) Hexagon wrench key, 1.Smm
(2) Required equipment for each referring item

(B) Replacement procedure

(1) Turn the front lever to close position and remove a fixing set screw
(Fig.S06,513).

(2) Turn the front lever to open position and remove another fixing set
screw to draw out the front lever Ass'y (Pig.S06, No.3?).

(3) Install a new front lever Ass'y in the reverse order.

(4) Adjust the front lever position according to item 4-4-3.
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4-5-12. Replacement of CSS Ass'y

This item applies only to the double sided CSS model (without head
load solenoid).

(A) Tools

(1) Cross point screwdriver, M3
(2) Required equipment for each referring item

(B) Replacement procedure

(1) Remove the fixing screw (Fig.SOG,S3) to remove the shift lever (Fig.SOG,
No.14) from the set arm.

(2) Remove the fixing screw (Fig.SOG,S3) to remove the CSS A$S'Y (Fig.SOG,
No.39) from the frame.
~~~~

(3) Install a new CSS Ass'y in the reverse order.

--~_ .. _-----~._--------

---- -

Be- careful to install

the arm lifter area ($2rnm rod) and the shift lever be in parallel to
the set arm.

The CSS Ass·y should be fixed with no contact to the

set arm. (See Fig.44l).

(4) Check for the CSS Ass'y according to item 4-4-5.
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- - --- - - -

<f>2rnm,rod
(Parallel to set arm)
CSS ASs'y

Shift lever
(Parallel to set arm)

Set arm

(Fig.44l) CSS Ass'y and shift lever position
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SECTION 5

DRAWINGS & PARTS LIST
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5-1. CONFIGURATION

Following shows the configuration of the main parts of FD-5s(L}.
to Fig.sOl

~

Fig.50S).

(Refer

Refer to items S-2 and 5-3 as to detailed break-

downs.

Frame
DD motor ASs'y (Spindle motor)
Stepping motor Ass'y
Set arm Ass'y------Collet Ass'y
Transport ----+-- Holder Ass' y
TOO sensor Ass'y

I

Lever shaft Ass' y

l-clamp arm Ass'y

*1 Head load solenoid Ass'y
*2 Head protector Ass'y
*3 CSS Ass'y
FD-55

l[PCBA MFD
He~d

I

Front bezel Ass'y
Front lever Ass'y

carriage

~ss'y

control

PCBA front OP'!'

-L*4 Optional assemblies

Notes: *1: Applied only for models with head load solenoid (single and
double sided).
*2: Applied only for double sided models withe head load solenoid.
*3: Applied only for double sided CSS models.
*4: .Refer to separate materials (SECTION 6) .

(Table 501) Main parts configuration of FD-55(L)
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File protect sensor
PCBA fixing screws
Front bezel Ass'y

PCBA front OPT

Front lever
Ass·y

front OPT)
J9(Head)
guide
load
& TOO}

J2(power}

Collet Ass·y

Cable clamper B
Jl(Signal interface,
card edge}

Set arm Ass·y

groun.d terminal

(Fig.501) External view (No.1)
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Spindle (DD motor Ass'y)
Index sensor (LED)
Lever shaft
Ass'y

DD motor Ass'y fixing screws

carriage Ass'y
*Head protector Ass'y
or CSS Ass'y
solenoid
Ass'y

Clamp arm As s ' Y

sensor Ass'y

'-Head cable
Stepping motor Ass'y

Note: Refer to Table 501 as to the assemblies with asterisks.

(Table 502) External view (No.2)
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Front bezel fixing screws
PCBA DD motor servo
DD motor Ass'y
J7(Spindle motor) ~

DD motor Ass'y

~ixing

screws

J6(Stepping motor)

I

DD motor Ass'y
Fixing screw
fixing screw
PCBA fixing
control

(Fig.503) External view (No.3)
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motor Ass1y ws
fixing ~cre

TOO stopper
Head carriage Ass'y
(insulation)

(Fig. 504) External

VJ.."ew
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(No.4)
.

Parts number of the FDD

/Name
/

&...

/

l i i 5 l . FO-55

--

--

0

TUCcaar.

(

J

0

plate

r

i

---

,
~

L1

(Fig. 50S} External view (No.5)
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5-2. MECHANICAL BREAK-DOWN AND PARTS LIST

5-2-1. FDD (Refer to Fig.506)

Nos.

Parts Nos.

Parts name

Q'ty

Description

1

16152803-00

Frame Ass'y

1

2

16802602-00

Cord guide

1

3

16787121....00

Sheet

1

4

16802437-00

Stopper, TOO

1

5

14733730-00

DD motor Ass'y

14733730-10

DD motor Ass'y

FD-55 (L) A,B

14733730-50

DD motor Ass'y

FD-55 (L) G

6

16786981-00

Spacer, IC

7

17966790-01

Set arm sub Ass'y

17966790-01

Set arm sub Ass'y

8

16786984-00

Felt pad

1

9A

16786984-00

Felt pad

1

98

.-.-~-.,"",'V

1&;7Q"7f\"7c.

10

17966793-00

Collet Ass'y

1

11

16385123-00

Spring, pressure

1

12

16802440-00

Plate

1
1

• ._ l

'"'
....
VG

_~

LJJ..::>J\.

1-'dU

*1

FD-55 (L) A '" F, Note 3

1
*1

FD-55 (L) B,F,G

1.

2.St

FD-55 (L) A,E

Note 4,FD-55(L)A,E

I

13

16786997-00

Pad, disk

14

16802550-00

Shift lever

16802592-00

Shift lever

*1

Note 6
FD-55 (L) D,F,G:CSS

15 I 16802651-00

Cable clamper B

1

16

17966806-00

Head protector Ass'y

1

17

16792288-00

Holder

1

18

16786990-00

Cushion, holder

1

19

17966801-00

Lever shaft Ass'y

1

20

17966802-00

Clamp arm Ass'y

1

21

16389017-00

Spring, lever

1

22

17966805-00

TOO sensor ASS'y

1

23

17966859-01

Head load solenoid Ass'y

1

(Table 502) Parts list of the FDD (1/2)
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Note 5

Note 7

I

Note 8

Nos.

Parts Nos.

Parts name

24 117966940-00 I Head carriage Ass'y

IQ'tyj

I

Description

*1! FD-55(L) A,Note 9

1---------1i-------------------i

17966941-00

Head carriage Ass'y

FD-55(L) B,Note 9

17966942-00

Head carriage Ass'y

FO-55(L) E,Note 9

17966944-00

Head carriage Ass'y

FO-55(L) F,Note 9

17966943-00
25

I

16392009-00

Head carriage Ass1y

I

I FO-55 (L)

G,Note 9

Spring guide A
I

26
27

I 16392010-00 I Spring
14769070-00
14769070-50

28

guide B

Stepping motor Ass'y
i

r

I FO-55 (L)

Stepping motor Ass'y

16792265-00 ~ Steel belt A

FO-55 (L) A '" G, Note 3

*1

1

A,B

I

29 116392008-00 II Spring, belt
30

16496492-00 ~ Washer, plate

31

16802434-00

Cable .guide

32 I 16766580-00
33

I13189135

34

I 15532001-XX

Cable holder

1

~ Terminal (Faston)

1

~ PCBA MFO control *B

1

35 !15531990-XX I PCSA front OPT

1

I Note
I Note

36 117966807-50 ~ Front bezel Ass'y

1

INote

,iU ~r~~~
- _...... '- leve~ Ass'y

1

~ Ann spring

1 !FO-55(L) B,F,G

iI

1

I

37 i,_1-''''--1'Ja~.c;.8()8-C::O
v
_
38

I 16389024-00

39 117966900-00

CSS Ass'y

(Table 502) Parts list of the FOD (2/2)
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1

10
10
11

Note 11

I Note

8

Notes: 1. As to the parts with an asterisk in the Q'ty column, select
appropriate one for the model.
2. As to the parts with model name of FD-55(L) in the Description column,
the parts is used only for the model.
3. For the DD motor
-10 may be used.

Ass~y

of FD-55{L) A or B, either of 14733730-00 and

(Mainly -10 is used at shipment).

For the stepping motor Ass'y of FD-55(L) A or B, either of 14769070-00
and -50 may be used.

(Mainly -50 is used at shipment).

4. Pad 9B is attached for the adjustment of head touch (refer to item
4-4-9) and some models might not have it.

Usually, double sided

FDDs have not 9B pad.
5. The head protector Ass'y applies only to the double sided models with
head load solenoid.
6. The shift lever (PIN 16802550-00) is used in all the models except
for CSS models.

PIN 16802592-00 is used only in the double sided

CSS models.

7. The parts number of the lever shaft Ass'y listed in the table is· the
standard length.

Optional lever shaft Ass' ywhich It:,ngtb. i::; diffE::Lt:::.nt

should be designated with other parts number.
8. The head load solenoid Ass'y applies only to the models with head
load solenoid.

The CSS Ass'y applies only to the double sided models

without head load solenoid.

The head load solenoid Ass'y and the

CSS Ass'y will never be used together in a model.

9. The head carriage Ass'y is supplied in combination with two guide
shafts.

Be sure to replace the head carriage

Ass~y

with these guide

shafts.
·10. The parts number versions of the PCBA MFD control #B and the PCBA
front OPT vary depending on each model.

Refer to the name plate

of the actual PCBA mounted to designate the version.
11. The parts numbers of the front bezel Ass'y and the front lever Ass'y
are those of FD-55(L) standard color, black.
other color, refer to the following table.

For designating the
Optional designation of

colors than in the table or other forms, different parts numbers
should be used.
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Color

Front bezel Ass'y

Front lever Ass'y

Beige

17966807-52

17966808-52

Gray G4

17966807-53

17966808-53

Gray G12

17966807-55

17966808-55

- 510 ..

(Fig.SOG) Mechanical section break-down
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5-2-2. 5crew,Washer

Nos.

Parts Nos.

Parts name

Description

51

16400304

5crew,pan,3x4,5,ZMC

52

16400304

5crew,pan,3x4,5,ZMC

53

16470305

5crew,pan,sems,3x5,5,ZMC

54

164703Q6

Screw,pan,sems,3x6,S,ZMC

55

16470308

Screw,pan,sems,3x8,S,ZMC

S6

16498579

5crew,pan,three pieces,3x6,S,ZMC

57

16498580

5crew,pan,three pieces,3x8,S,ZMC

S8

16498712

Screw,pan,three pieces,3x8

59

16400304

5crew,pan,3x4,5,ZMC

510

16498296

Color screw,3x6

511

16420005

5crew,flat,2.6xS,S,ZMC

512

16420308

5crew,flat,3x8,S,ZMC

513

16498260-00

5etscrew,3x3

514

16351140

E-ring,3J

515

16351160

E-ring,4J

516

16496062-00

Mylar washer,0.35Tx4.1x8

517

16496060-00

Mylar washer,O.lTx4.1x8

For adjustment

S18

16496061-00

f.1ylar washer,O.2Tx4.1x8

For adjustment

519

16496005

Flat washer,5x12xO.8

520

16498711

521

16420305

."

I

Plastic screw

Screw,triple,3x4
5crew,pan,3x5,S,ZMC

I

I

1

I
(Fig.503) Parts list of screw & washer
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5-3. PCBA PARTS LIST
Following shows all the parts mounted on the PCBAs of FD-55(L) series.

Notes for Tables 504 and 505:
1. Parts with an asterisk are different depending on the PCBA
versions.

Select either of them.

2. Parts with a double asterisks are not used in some PCBA versions.
3. Parts with a triple asterisks are different in quantity and
location depending on the PCBA versions.
4. Refer to the schematic diagram of the PCBA as to the details of
the parts with asterisks.
5. Name plate version is different depending on the PCBA version
used.
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5-3-1. PCBA MFD control #B (PIN 15532001-XX)

Parts Nos.

Parts name, rating

Location

13441922-00

LSI TEAC 1922-00

13447358-00

LSI TEAC 7358-00

13447358-01

LSI TEAC 7358-01

13441123

TTL IC 7438

U4,U7

13441235

TTL IC 74LS04

U3

13441510

TTL IC 74LS14

U1

13441515

TTL IC 74LS08

U2

13441245

TTL IC 74LS74A

U5,**U10

13428129

Transistor array, M54534p

U8

13423122

Transistor, 2SB 810 H/F-F

Q3,Q4

or 13421211
13424279
or 13424286
1341378

U6
] *U9

or 2SA 881 Q,R
Transistor, 2SC 2785 F-F

, Q1,Q2

or 2SC 2021 R
Diode,pair MA154WA

CRAl,CRA3~CRA5,**CRA2

**CRA6

13411398

Diode,pair lSS233-F,or MC921

CRA7,CRA8

CR1,CR3

13411243
or 13411407
13415184

CR2

(Table 504) PCBA MFD control parts list (1/6)
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Parts Nos.

Parts name, rating

Location

j*RAl

13497297

Resistor network, 7-7 7-3300,J

13497296

Resistor network, 7-1Kn,J

13497227-00

Resistor array,T-7227,7-12P,J

RA8

13497228-00

Resistor array,T-7228,7-10P,G

RA9

13497229-00

Resistor array,T-7229,7-10P,J

RA7

13497255-00

Resistor array,T-7255,3-6P,J

RA5

13497280

Resistor array, SA 7-47Kn,J

RA2

13497269

Resistor array, SA 6-4.7m,J

RA3

13497278

Resistor array, SA 5-47m,J

RA4

13497287

Resistor array,SC 4-2.2Kn,J

RA6

11982479

ResistoF,RN,1/4W,768Q,F

*R17

11982497

Resistor,RN,I/4W,I.24Kn,F

11982508

Resistor,RN,I/4W,I.69Kn,F

11050121

Resistor,RN,IW,120Q,J

11050151

Resistor,RN,IW,1500,J

11050241

Resistor,RN,IW,240Q,J

11185104

Resistor,RD,I/4W,100m,J

11186331

Resistor,RD,I/5W,330Q,J

11186471

Resistor,RD,I/5W,470Q,J

11186100

Resistor,RD,I/5W,10n,J

**RI4

'V

R16

11186473

Resistor,RD,I/5W,47Kn ,J

**Rl8

'V

R19

11186102

Resistor,RD,1/5W,lKn,J

**R11

'V

R12

*R20

RIO

r

R13

(Table 504) PCBA MFD control parts list· (2/6)
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Parts Nos .

I

Parts name, ratinq-

Location

11186222

Resistor,RD,1/5W,2.2Kn,J

11186332

Resistor,RD,1/5W,3.3Kn,J

11186362

Resistor,RD,1/SW,3.6Kn,J

11186472

Resistor,RD,1/5W,4.7Kn,J

11186682

Resistor,RD,1/5W,6.8Kn,J

R22

13256653

Trimrner,1/2W,20Kn,M

**R5

12903065

Capacitor,CE,10V,100~F,M

C2

12903069

Capacitor,CE,25V,10~F,M

12903220

Capacitor,CS,16V,33~F,K

12903070

Capacitor,CE,2SV,22~F,M

C3

12903071

Capacitor,CE,25V,47~F,M

C33

12902551

Capacitor,CS,16V,2.2~F,M

C17

12902553

Capacitor,CS,16V,4.7~F,M

**C35

12557334

Capacitor,CS,35V,0.33~F,M

C16

12557474

Capacitor,CS,35v,0.47~F,M

C8

12453152

Capacitor,CQ,50V,O.0015~F,G

12453561

Capacitor,CQ,SOV,560PF,G

12453561

Capacitor,CQ,SOV,560PF,G

12453222

Capacitor,CQ,50v,0.0022~F,G

112453332

Capacitor,CQ,50V,0.0033~F,G

I

*R21

] *C12 '" C15

]

*,**C7

] *C20

] *C28

I

.'<

(Table 504) PCBA MFD control parts list (3/6)
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*C6

I

Parts Nos.
i

Parts name, rating

Location

r

12454101

Capacitor,CQ,100V,100PF,G

12902599

Capacitor,CC,50v,CH,27PF,G

12902578

Capacitor,CC,50V,CH,22PF,J

12901228

Capacitor,CC,50V,CH,8PF,J

12902579

Capacitor,CC,50V,CH,24PF,J

12902588

Capacitor,CC,50v,CH,56PF,J

12900771

Capacitor,CC,50V,SL,180PF,J

12902983

Capacitor,CC,50V,YA,470PF,J

12901417

Capacitor,CC,50V,YB,1000PF,K

12901418

Capacitor,CC,50v,YB,1200PF,K

12901421

Capacitor,CC,50V,YB,2200PF,K

12901421

CaPacitor,CC,50V,YB,2200PF,K

12901417

Capacitor,CC,50V,YB,1000PF,K

......

1..,00'")&:'"
Jv.c.v~v

Capacitor,CC,25V,YF,O.022~F,z

C4,C5,c9,C19,C21,C22,
C32

12903080

Capacitor,CC,25V,YU,0.lUF ,M

C25,C26

12902530

Capacitor,CC,500V,YE,O.01UF,Z

Cl

14723570

Coil,chalk,120UH,J

14723572

Coil,chalk,330UH,J

14723572

Coil,chalk,330uH,J

14723571

Coil,chalk,150UH,J

14723569

coil,chalk,39uH,K

C23

C18

]*C24

CI0,Cl1

r

C27

1*C31

r**

C29

'V

r1

Ll

*L2 '" L3

L4,L5

(Table 504) PCBA MFD control parts list (4/6)
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C30

Parts Nos.
13295084-00

i_=_====-=p..a_r_t_s_n_am_e==,===r==a==t==1==·n....g====-=_-==

Lo-=:=c=a=t=1=·o :=n====

Ceramic oscillator,KBR-480B4

Yl

13299164

Socket, IC,14P

J3 (for RAl)

13121109

Connector,4P (172349-1)

J2

16322368

Connector, clamp, (172296-1)

For J2 installation

13121298

Connector,W6p,#80,polarizing

**j12

13121155

Connector,W6p,#75,polarizing

J4

13121234

Connector,S6p,#37,polarizing

13121235

Connector,W12p,#74,polarizing

13121296

Connector,S6P,#39,polarizing

13121297

Connector,S8p,#39,polarizing

r
r

13121191

Connector,6P,{S6B-XH)

J6

13121189

Connector,4P,{S4B-XH)

J7

13121299

Connector,2P, (B3B-EH)

**J11

13121358

Connector,S2P

PM strap

13121359

Connector,S3P

13121361

Connector,S5P

**DC1 '" 4 straps
10,G
TP7

13121363

Connector,S7P

TP1

Connector,W14P

HS '" MX

straps

Connector,W16P

UR '" RE

straps

13121332
13121333

I

J9

J5

'"
'"

6,G

(Table 504) PCBA MFD control parts list· (5/6)
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Parts Nos.

Parts name, rating

Location

13121149

Short bar

HS 'V MX, UR 'V RE,
PM, DCl 'V 4 straps

13000040

Plated wire,l1>0.5

***51

l6271l69-XX

Name plate

Note 5

'V

518

(Table 504) PCBA MFD control parts list (6/6)
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5-3-2. PCBA Front OPT (PIN 15531990-XX)

Parts Nos.

Location

Parts name, rating

17966812-00

FPT sensor sub Ass'y

PQ51

17966906-00

Index sensor B sub Ass'y

PQ52

13423122

Transistor,2SB510 H/F-F

**Q51

13411243

Diode,lS954

**CR52

13413020

Diode,lS953

**CR51

13419160

LED,GL-5HD5

13419161

LED,GL-5NG6

13121236

Connector,S3P,#38,polarizing

11185151

Resistor,RD,1/4W,lson,J

**R51

tV

RS2

11186222

Resistor,RD,1/5W,2.2KQ,J

**R53

'V

R54

12903080

Capacitor,CC,25v,Yu,0.1~F,M

cS2

13121187

Connector,2P

**J13

13061335-00

Harness OPT B Ass'y

16362294

Cable tie

For fixing harness

16271169-XX

Name plate

Note 5

(Table 505) PCBA front OPT parts list
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5-4. SCHEHATIC DIAGRAMS AND PARTS LOCATION

Notes for

SCHE~ffiTIC

DIAGRAMS

1. Resistor (R) and resistor array (RA) values are in OHMs, 1/8W, ±5%(J),

unless otherwise
2. Capacitor (C)

sp~cified.

v~1ues

are in Microfarads, 50V, ±5%(J), unless otherwise

specified.
3. Tolerance symbols for R, RA, and Care:
F: ±l%

G: ±2%

J: ±5%

K: ±IO%
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M: ±20%

z:

+80-20%

PCBA DO MOTOR SERVO, PARI'S LOCATION ('Type Sj

\~~ION

T~:~'Z

I
RlcD
CoRIOI

14733730- X'X
~

LED

RIO I ..........- ./\1\1"-)_WIOI

'~till-.
,LI ~ flOWiQZ
I

C102
---

RI

RIOS

RI~~R~
I

I
I

~

0

a04

~~

CI05

R~ DR~
CI03~.
R~.
Cl~~
~

.-:vV\.!'-*-

UIOI

RIIO~

~~

'"'

CIOl7---r-

..........

RIII~
R 112. --:VY::!'+-

RIOZ

RI13.....:.,,~

Cloe-

+1.----ir-

}.
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RIIS~

R116~

~

I
UIOZl{Ol

i
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PCBA DD MOTOR SERVO , PARTS LOCJ\.TION (Type K)

REVISION~

- 5228 -

PCBA DO HOTOR SERVO I

PARTS LOCATION ( Type G)

r-'Iype

\

\
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::~~
, I'"
-=I

\

\

'

~
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\
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PCBA DO MOTOR SERVO, PARTS LOCATION (Type T)

\
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\~~ION

\

...... OE IN .JAPAN

i ,
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?;0:'7~_'0
.,

9

r1

,02

1..

R107

-CJ-
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Q
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a
I
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~

I
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9
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I

I
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PCBA FRONT OPT I
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E-02. E- ff

E-"21

,

6- 20. 8-~
F-22. <$--23

.:

A-12.
:'-14~

B-'':\.
>-15

I
I

PCBA 'FO. Sf HEAD

S SIDE. HLSOL

PCBA FO". HL SOL ASS',!,".
:rIO

, D S I DE. i'lL SOL
.l/f

o ~ilDe..

F-!O

HL SOL

ANR

D SIDE. (SS
ANR

F-:31
13-.32.
F-:'3.

G-~4.

~-J7.

F-"S. q

-3'1

B-35
1="-36

e-..w
'F-d..l

o SIDE. HL
DL SOL

Sal.

I

Sf

",:F

pCBA 'Fa.

HL SOL ASS'Y. SI Hl'::AD

PCSA "'FCf.

51

o SIDE. CSS.
OL SOL

FCBA FO (W,ll-I:rs 000.& 12V). ;jl'l
SIHEAO. Ol SOL ASS''(

D sID~. /·H_ SOL
DC SW (-OO)

PCBA 1="0. HL SOL ASS"\'. 'S1 1·l'i5...n.

o SIDE. C.5S,
DC SW (-00)

PC6A Fa. s I HEAD. DC s'tJ

:Til

D SIDE'. HL SOL

PCSA 1="0". HL50LASs'Y. 51 HIEAD

;rl PI'" 6 : READY

::n

:r t

DC SW ASS'y(-OO). :T11

PfIoJ34. ,

DRIVE STATUS
ASs'Y(~OO -;]"1

S SIDE. HL SOL
VFO MASTER

pCBA VF"O. HL .sOL ASS'Y

o SIDE. HL SOL
VFO /"'ASTER

PC-SA VFO. H L SOL ASS'Y. S1 HEAD

F-SO.6-51
A-52
E-54

S SIDE. HL SOL
VFO SLAVE

PC8A FO.

9- 53

. 0 SIDE. I-fL'SOl
VF"O SLAVE

E-'.59

----··i

~j
I

pCBA "FO (WITH J"S DOD Il I'2.V). :Tf3,
HL SOL ASS'Y. Sf HEAD. DL SOl. AsS')'

A-d..?

F-55. q-S6:

~··---i

r--j

H~AD

RDY(,

B-d.6

1 - -....

~E;AD.

'F-4.2

E-49

~

f/ I F 8, ASs'Y

pcBA 'FO. H L SOL ASS'Y", SI
1/f 1="8 AS$"(, ;T10

:]"1

PfIJ34 :
ORIV'E: STATUS

PfN4-; FM
PIN 2: Wl/JOQW

:rt

P,N4: FM
:rf PIN"2 : W''''DOW

HL SOL A'SS'Y

NOTE.

PC8A 'FO. HL SOL A~'Y

VERSION

DC.

'Ow

ASS'Y(-o\)

:n PIN2,: DJ()R CI.O'SED 6Jl PIN 6 ' DOOR C.lOSED 1

A~E

/tBBREVIATl:D M'lMES

.s

S SIDE. CSS.ANR~ PCBA FO.
j'11
DC SW(-Ol)

SIDE

:;hV6LE

I
,

'

M,P

.
'----

-

DOuBLe; SlOt:.

/-IE;A LaAD SOLENOID

Dt SOl_

DOOR UXK 'SOLEAIOID

SI !leAD

SIDe I /-lEAD

f/f 'FB

1/( FRD!o/T BE.ZEL (FULLHI6HT)

DC SW

DooR CLoSE SWIT(Jf

D .J&V

DISK S'EI,/SoR

HD :seAl

/-ID SeNSoR

PCBA T-o

PcI.3A FROIIIT OPT

pC~A

PC8A

!ffo:

~FO

OPT

~'U'l
t±,r.

i

D SID£

HL SOL

.--.. I--....:.:-------.-~-__l

TABLE

AS FOLl.J)wS :

S'IDE

;-...--

~

l

t---;
.. __ . ;

**'SIG-t.lALS

I

D SIDE. CSS

1/1

;<

I

'S16NALS

*~
SIDE I
HEAD

'
l

COMMON
El?ASE
SHIELD

WRITE DATA

'If*

IN USE
/ HEAD LOAD
I"IOTOR ON

DRIVE SeLECT B
DR-IV" SeLECT I

ORIV" SELECT 2

**

DRIVE: ,ELFCT :3

DIRECTION IN

STEP
WRITE CrATE

.J

--~_ .. ~
!f¥ SOP A

'.11 P

1;g;-;;-~~~~~:=;t-::;:~:-t--+Z~~---LCIII:,:.g I
ScHEMATIC
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~~__L....:_.:._.~=__l2:~_._"""
.. "_"""""_""."""~."."."_"""."_"a~. /~;II04~09jt,8:0\
528

L

(

JI(

1/3

3

~'!"

-I

-lIm
PCBA--r~

r--""""T-c:--------~---!>5v

1'21

+i:>S
-OS

p:O

~t~ 1~~U;O
-r'
t

VER510N.sl1 ..

DC II-

I

9

I

- 00

3

S. SUe

1 A STD,
if

J/2-3

57 SIt ISIO

J~

I

oV <l--Q

Ov

---0

RD

31'2-+

-RD

+y-rp ----~O

-0/

J12-6

5'1

+ Ft'l ---0

1=M

,.,-::----------0

Hf)

:1/2-.5

SOP C

**

-02

52

+""~PO

:U-2

'-·---------0

---0

u-----+---i.---~5V

RESERVED

¥-';t

*3'5-7
- DClD-c:-O DOD)
1/:1S-8
SOP E
12>1 <3--0 12v

**
-05

L5

+MC

FASTON
'FRAME

t3rROUND n----------+--~\N'---J
RIO lOOK 1/41'1

-06

SV

REFeR TO

6

1=0-5$ TOTAL DIAGRAM AND IT'$

POtARI"ZIN6 KEY POSITIONS
J I :iSETWEE,<J PIN 4- AND 6

FOR CONNECTOR (;]) ARE:
I4-' PIN 3
IS' PIN "2
Iq :

Q4-. CRI. CRA2. CRA6. RA((330). RI3(J301. RI6 (f0J.RI70.6QKJ. R'20(Z4(J). RZI(4.. 7K)
(6-C7(4..7). CZOUSOOP). C23UOOP). CU(S6P). CZ7(/OOOPI. C"28C2'200P) , CJ/CZZOoP)
L/-£.3 (330.uH). !2S'r20K). U9(7.3!>8-00)

96-r:pi.
D. SId.e

Q4.. CRI. CRA2. CRA6. RA((3301. Rf3(330). RIS(fO). R/~(lO), Rt7 (768) Rle-RI9(4-7/0

----_.!

x
-

x

1--X

1----

,-.-------,-------------1

R'ZO(f50). R2/(3.:ld. RSrZoK) .C6-C7('2.2), C20U;60PJ.C23C27P). C24{74.Pl. C27(470P)

G-- STD.

C16 ( S60p l. C29-(30 C220oPl. C 3 f 0200Pl. Lf (/20u.H). £.'2 £.:3 (fSOpH

#itp;'

RAI(fIC). Rf3 (470

5 S:ae

THE: OTHERS ARE THE SAM{E AS -00.

L

UQ0.358-of)

I.

a.8-r:pi

RAI (tK), RtZU/c). RI3 (470).

D.S:de

THE. OTHERS ARE: THE SAME AS -Of.

t.

B. DL

J'S' (CffANGE TO 8P).

THE. OT7-fERS ,4RE THl S"II-IE AS -0 f.

ANI?

O"2-CIS {OIAIoJt!rE 7D 33 /( 16V J,

THE oTHERS ARE THE SAMl= AS -03,

._------------------/

-01

F. DL

-=r s (UVtiV6e TO a P).

THE OTHER'S AF<'E Tl'fE SAME AS -03.

-10

ct.

DL

::TS (CHAN6E TO 8P).

THE 07HERS ARE THE S.A~E A::l

-It

a.

DC

::rll. SS CUT. 5"6 ::rUMpeR. UfO.
THE OTHERS t'lRE THE SA"'!!" AS -Of..

-1"2

F. DC

Iff.

F. RDY6

54 ;rUM PER .

I

:57 CUT

U/O. /<11(11<). c.35 (4.71'1 16V). STRAP pOST DCf-4-

SS CUT. S.,-, ::JUMPEIi?

71ft; OTHEIi?S ARE

I A :J'ji?-,"I'

---------------------1
-04-.
-------------------1
RIf(fr). C.sS(4..7MI6V). STRAP POST DC t-4-

THE. SAME AS -OJ.

57 CUT

THE oTHERS ARE T1fE SAME AS -03.

51 JUI'fPER . CZ4 (ap).

::r12 (6P).

THE 077-lERS ARE THE SAME AS -00.

-IS

aM~~~R Sf J'UMPER. C2a.C'aP).

::T1'2 (6P).

THE CTTHER'5 ARE THE SAME ,4;5-0f.
THe OTHERS ARE THE SAME A;'j-02.

- f6

E',J::gcR Sf:rUMPER. C24-(8P).

::T1'216P).

-17

F';flf4c/C

Sf ';JUMPFR.

C24(SP).

::Tn (6P).

THE OTHERS ARE THE SAME A$_--_Q_3_"- - - 1

-18

tT'':I:fnR

Sf:JUMPER. C?!4-(BPJ.

::Tf2(6PJ.

'"C':.-E OTHER'S ARE THE $4ME

-'

RAf UK) . RiZOK1. RI;J(4-70). C7BC3?!tX.lP).

-/9

VER,'SION 7AlJLE

PIN~5

96r.pi.
D. SIde
F STD

-07

-(4

VEf!tIONS.

E STD

04, CRt.
R~
C6 (4.7). C20 ({SODP). (23 (lOOP). C24- (56P>. C27{fOOOPJ. C28 ('2Z00Pl. CJf0100P)
£./-L3 (330,u.HI. U9rT3S8-00)

-08

-13

7. SItrAlAL5 WI7H £)QUBLE A:STER/~KS (~) ARE USED OR CHAN6EtJ IN SOME OPTliJAJAL FeD

Q6c.pL

-------------------j
RAI (330)' RI3 (330). R16 (/0>. RI7( t.69KI. R70 (2401. R21 (</. 71<).
(ZOK)

a

NE8

---0
MCJ.
J7-4.

5V<l---o

04. CRt. (RA"2. CRA6 , RAt (330). RIJ (330)' RI4-<lOJ. R171f. 24.1t:). R'20 (/20 I. R"21 C].2K)
C6-(7(4-- 7 ). C200S0DP). C23UOOPJ. CZ4-156P). C27UOOOP).C2B("ZZooPJ. CJtC'2200P)
£.t-£.3 1.330,,1-1). RS(20K) . UQr73S8-00)

NNA

1"7-1
/21/ <J---<) 12Vl
J"7-2
OV <l---O QV
J7-3
,SPIAIDLE MOTOR

(I .017 500V

~

'* PAflTS

<;14. CR/, RA 1(330) . RI3 (330), RI4UO). Rt7 (/,14k). R20 (/20l.R21(7_ 2gJ . RS (20K)
C6 (4.7). C20 U500P). CZ3 (fOOP). C24 (56P) , C?70000P). C28 ('ZZOOP>. CJ( (7Z00P)
LI-L3 (330p.Hl, u9 (7356-00)

4et.pi
D.Sltie
B '57D

S. Side

.s3I;~~-2wI

'II"iSOp 8

SPEC I

4-8'tP<.

...
O--<-+oc

';'13

- L.:VS - - ' - - < l 0

I

q

THE: OTHERS ARE THE SAME'

:J/2 : PIN I

A~;-04.

CZ'?(fOOOP). C300000P)

AS -(J3.

--------------------'

VERSiON TABLE

S. I?E~ER TO SHORT BAR 5ELECTION TA8LE (HS-MX, UR-RE, PM) AS 70 THE SIPPlfIj¢
POSITIONS

AND

4.. TOLfRANC£

1=:%1%

3.

THEIR

SYM80LS

(,'j-:Z2'Y.

CApACiTOR (C)

J::J:S%

K::1:IO%

M:rZO"t.

Z:-rBO-:<'O%

VAWE:; ARe IN MICROFARADS. 50 V OR HI&HER. ::1:5'% (:]). UNLESS

10010Z30-1)1J

WITH AN ASTERISK (;+ J
RE:FER 70 VERSION TABLE.
PARTS

:

rt n

!

f± J:.

OTHERlVISE

~

2. REs'ISTOR (R) AND R8SISTOR ARRAY(RA) VALUE5 ARE IN OHMS, 1/8 W OR 6REATER, :t 5% (n,
UNU=SS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

I.

15~i3200 1- XX

PIN

SPeCIFIED.

NOTIES:

---0

FUNC.TlONS.
FOR R. RA, /'tND CARE:

ARE D/FPE~EI,fT IN EACH PCSA VCRSIO"'.
UNLISTED PI'oRTS liRE AJOT USED IN THAT VERSION.

roo"

f--I--.

l_...

IC~I aIT_""! ~ J'!

'.....

I

.. 15 i·fRJ:fl'

81

::

----/-----,::r--T-E-A-C-7'----1-·7-.:J-?-*-::Lt-11l:-*±-;.~~~

If~ ~

///'

llI1l!:"'(?1-<7):C"~:I.<7);:1::

.. 15 I - - - I - - - - - - . . " , . . e ; - - - - - - - - - - I

tJllIi

!83'IZ'Z6 R6. /

~1:llI1.a 1!3'IZ'26
r~ la) ~g3'J '23)

I

/

::)1\:

~~

.-tt:)

.

! /
~~S-E

-~

--0-

'FD .- 55

A:g PCBJ.\

M~D CONTROL
-+* B

/

Im:g

(

aIll

SCI-/EMA'TIC

2~

Im-II04!OiglliS101
S?1

11-__2_J{

3_:l:_'*'-,

_

w''''

--;-;r
II.

..

i

____j
"

f---

- cO

A. SLAVE

I C24c8P).

THe OTHERS ARE mE S4ME AS -00.
THe OTHERS ARe THE:' SAME AS -of.

I

2'f

I

B. SLAVE C?4 r8P) ,

- ?2

I

'E. SLAVE! C'Z4

-

/ F. SLAVE CZ<:l.

-

2:

x

II

i

- 24.

i 15-. SlAVE"!

- 25

E. /Yf/C

rap).

T~E OT/'fEI?S ARE THE S'\M£ AS -02,

rap).

THe CJTH£R:i ARE niT: SAME: AS -03.

C"24- (8P).

T7-1E 07HERS ARE mE SAMe AS-04.

f---.

"

f---.

:Jlt. S7CUT. S8 CSTRAPF'DSr). S2(STRAPPO$T). RII UK). Rf7 (t. !>oK)
't-Z",ClS (CHNJ4'E 70 33 K 16V).
THE OTHER'S ARE THE SAME As-02.

"

i--

VER'SION TABLE' <CoNTINUeD)

"6
"05

PIN 1553200' - XX

~=============~======~"""".",-,-,.-rl---------/--"""'-T-E-A-C-T--<·-7-.-;,-?-~-:it-*--t-±-+-:~
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._
+__...L
/ .•

~
i

I

I

;M, p.

Isc... ,amt-lt
>'J< II -t:O.R-

_,II

8

~lIlI: >'J<II

/

ol1o_15

i'-M
~

PCBA f'o'1lFD CONTROL

1tU- '2'26 R ll( / .t!lt it ,I
t-'--+-----.----~:.l.->oB"--__t :~.
1-..
_CllI-+'.~o':"__+I.:;:fB-:.....;.;;;12-=·U;;.:;+-.::../-_+_-_r~--------..,....I_CllI--15_+_--S-C-H.-E-M,.,A_T_'_c
__3;;.:,/-..:iiI'3-+_....
::'~ fr.) ha'j '23 ::~: ~s-e:,
,
, ( Al
~.

lo:i69!180:
530

I

3:It

.j

:c=

,giii-' ,fl,
i

'Ii

Ga

'Ii

&.

'8

~

l!:

flliltt

111

"t

! iJ<1'!l1
-1---1

1=1
~------i
~-

*:rtO-(

:IS-I

0

5V

r-~-2

.:

YELLOW

!*RS2

.. t.=DSf

I!)O V4W

I

I

*CRSf
j!)-3

0

fNDD< SENjOR

'2

6-RAY

t

0

-

OV

BRowlJ

3

I

:~:

BLU!::

4-

;

I
I ±r

....JS-7

r ODD

1f'J(

SOPE

l.

CSI
;(fOCJOP

:r5-4FLONT LEt:>

FPT SEIJSOR

* R5f 150 '/4JN

BLAC-X

=

*J5-8

)

SOP

r-*,*

*'

PARTS

~'

-00

STD

!.ED Sf (REi)} ,

-Of

CiRE"EN LED

(.ED SI (GREEN).

-02

II~

RS/.

Rst.

C52,

JS (SPJ

CS2. •

:TS (S/,,)

>:

1--.
RSf.

x

-0

1-------.

CR52

SIZE.

DOOR

-00

CS2,

:IS' O;-P).

:no

x

LEO ST<RED). "51. eRSI .. CRS2.
.113. .;]'5 (ClfM/6.;:. TO SP)

LOC.K

1---

RS2, R53. R54

C52.

x

f---

~

S2

D.fM

i

:E:*

~ J/3-2.

3-

'K RS4 2.21:

VIOLET
RED

~

I

I

+f'2V

K

~PEC

pea",
I' MAIN
vERSIONS

1 ] soP FE

'If

*

"

R.s.;

7

1--.
6.

SI(J-NllLS wITH EJOuBLE ASTERISKS (~"f) ANI: USSD IN SOME

4.

POLAiIZlN6- KEY POSITION !=OR CONNECTOR :IS IS

3.

CAFI"'ot;ITOI<

VE,(StONS.

RET:E,/7

(C)

OT/"fER'(\t/Se
2.
~

l......L..j
i I I

OPTIoAiAL ]:OD

ro F{)-55 TOTAL oIAG-MH MID ITS VERSION TA&.E.

VALUES

PIN 15531990-XX

f2.

ARE IN At fCRO~ARA{)S, 50 V OR HIGI-IER, j; So/. l.TJ.

UNU:~i

SPeCIFIED.

RESI:).TOR (R) VALUliS ARE IN

OHMS.

1/8 W OR GREATER, :t: S"/:

r.n.

uNLESS OT1iE7?WISE

t. PARTS

WITH AN ""soreRISK

RE:F'ER TO VERSION TABLE.

~-"M'
:

SPEO~/E{).

NOTES

r'·'·i=-+l'--~--+--.L
',----1 *f'~ I

(X.)

ARE ()IFFEREiVT IN EACH

PCBA VERSiON.

UNUSTc{) Ft4RT:r ARE AlOT uSED ,'/01 TIIAT VERSION.

"2a~ 4' !'X' ',of

r---·E~!alT'Ii-lltI .. J!l 8

.....

~u I 'U/$f

~1IlI1.mJ 0

---/--""'--T-E-A-C-7--f--P--':i-"7-*-,-~-~-t.t---+~~----·-r~-l-lI-H-,.t.,----FD~--·5-5-----+·'C\l-

i

I

B iI '& 760 [1r.a" 7

mil6!;J<u

!8'o//,·zf
tB3'6'l/

R~
/

/

1±..I:.!

'

~~ I

1---+---..:...---=-=-------1'-0
ft:IE:lUlIo(/).:r::.'7V'

I /

/'

'1'1-"._(/)_,::_c_ _-1

A~

PCBA.. FRONT OPT

"t':)"

1IlI'~

SCH'Ef:"IATIC.

••

I=~!----------------l~
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